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FOREWORD
This outline differs from the 1952 edition in the following

respects:

1. General Changes
(a) The section of the Introduction dealing with methods is

placed at the end of the guide as Appendix I.

(b) The Overall Chart has been expanded to include under the

heading of each unit the general areas of content found in

that unit.

(c) The rather lengthy point of view and the specific objectives

previously outlined under the headings of understandings,

skills, abilities, and habits and attitudes have now been in-

corporated into a short introductory note expressing the

purpose of the unit and including many of the suggestions

formerly contained in the objectives.

(d) The two-column arrangement for content and activities has
been retained. The content side has been expanded to in-

clude much that was formerly dealt with as activities. The
heading, "Teaching Procedures and Suggested Activities",

has been changed to "Teaching Suggestions". The emphasis
is now on suggestions as to possible approaches rather than
on activities as such. This step has been taken in the hope
that the teacher will feel less a sense of compulsion than
was the case when he faced a rather formidable list of

activities under each heading. It does place the onus on the
teacher to select carefully from the content those topics of

special interest and importance to the class, keeping in

mind the suggested time allotment offered at the beginning
of the unit.

(e) As for the time allotment an attempt has been made to

suggest, under the heading Division of Periods, the number
of periods that can be devoted to the various sections of each
unit. This should serve as a further means for the teacher
to arrange her instructional load so that each unit is given
some attention.

(f ) The 1952 edition included a rather lengthy list of secondary
references. These have now been reduced to a minimum
list with most of the titles having a short outUne of content,
drawing attention to the sections of the course where the
book should prove most useful. A new primary reference
has been introduced in the health field entitled Health for
Canadians by Dr. Rae Chittick. The list of Life Adjust-
ment Booklets and general references is retained and will

be found in the appendix.
2. It is realized that some schools may have difficulty in obtaining

resource material. In order to assist in the provision of such
material a resource book is being issued which will contain some
information not available in the primary references. It will be
arranged by units and will be punched for use with ring binders.
When new material is available as a replacement for any that
has been previously issued it will be printed with proper page
references, and distributed. The alcohol material contained in
the resource book for the junior high school grades is being re-

issued in the Grade X resource book.
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[NTRODUCTION

I. THE COURSE IN HEALTH AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Nature of the Course

The course in Health and Personal Development incorporates

health education with group guidance.

Reasons for Offering the Course

A. To provide information in the following areas:

1. HEALTH EDUCATION, with particular emphasis upon:

(a) Physiological growth and development.

(b) The great discoveries which are landmarks in our pro-

gress toward better health.

(c) Scientific methods which are gradually eliminating com-
municable diseases.

(d) Body structures and how they are functioning.

(e) The science of nutrition.

(f) Federal and provincial public health services and their

contributions to the welfare of Canadians.

2. Mental hygiene and adolescent psychology, and the use of

their principles as guides to the development of desirable

personality traits.

3. Group relationships of concern to the student at various
age and grade levels.

4. Career selection, with proper emphasis upon the importance
of sound educational preparation.

5. Study techniques and habits.

B. To provide an organized GROUP GUIDANCE program designed:

1. To assist students to make a proper appraisal of themselves,
to accept themselves, and to develop wholesome attitudes.

2. To foster the development of sound health habits and
practices.

3. To encourage acceptance of the duties, responsibilities, and
privileges of family living.

4. To assist students to make wise educational choices.

5. To assist students to make wise vocational choices.

6. To assist students to develop skill in group discussion.

Caution

Units V and VI at each grade level deal specifically with the
personal problems common to young people. TEACHERS MUST
EXERCISE JUDGEMENT IN SELECTING AND HANDLING SUCH
PROBLEMS WHEN THEY RELATE TO THE HOME AND FAMILY.
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If it is felt that in some classes discussion of certain material from
these areas is likely to be controversial without being beneficial,

teachers and principals should feel free to omit such material.

If the students have individual problems which they wish to

discuss, an opportunity should be provided for them to meet the
counsellor, the principal, or other staff member who has been given
specific responsibility for individual interviews with students.

THE SCHOOL HAS NO DESIRE TO INFRINGE UPON THE
RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES OF THE FAMILY; THE TEACHER
SHOULD BE CONSTANTLY ON THE ALERT TO PREVENT THIS
HAPPENING. HE SHOULD ACCEPT THE RESPONSIBILITY
PLACED IN HIS HANDS THAT REQUIRES HIM TO EXERCISE
TACT AND GOOD JUDGMENT IN PRESENTING MATERIAL TO
HIS STUDENTS.

Who Should Teach the Course?

1. The teachers of the course should be mature and possess well-

integrated personalities, and should have a genuine interest

in young people and a sympathetic understanding of their

problems.

2. The teachers selected should possess skill in leading group
discussion.

3. Preferably they should have some special training and experi-

ence in the fields of health, psychology, guidance, and mental
hygiene. At least, they should understand how to apply the

basic principles of these fields to their classroom teaching.

4. It is an advantage to have the course taught by teachers who
are familiar with the particular school and community situa-

tion.

5. The principal might give consideration to teaching one or
more classes himself, if circumstances permit.

II. COURSE ORGANIZATION

1. See Overall Chart on folding sheet.

2. The general plan includes courses in Grades Vn, Vm, IX, and
X with the material for each unit so arranged as to provide
for varying interests and capacities from grade to grade, as

well as to reduce overlapping to a minimum. Units II, III, IV,

VII, and vm constitute the PHYSICAL HEALTH portion of

the program.

3. Time Requirements—THIS COURSE NEEDS AT LEAST 105
% MINUTES PER WEEK FOR ADEQUATE TREATMENT. Some

time is to be devoted to each unit and, to serve as a guide, a

range or suggested time allotment to indicate minimum and
maximum treatment of units is provided.

To illustrate, if students are attending the same school in

Grade X that they attended in Grade IX little time will be
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required for orientation to the school and the minimum of

two weeks will prove sufficient for Unit I. Periods thus re-

leased can be used in another unit where it is felt the maxi-

mum time allowance is required. Care should be taken to

see that no unit receives less than the minimum time allot-

ment or more than the maximum. The time allotment is

shown at the beginning of each unit.

4. Order of Units—It is permissible to vary the order in which
units are taught.

5. Content— (Refer to Overall Chart.)

The content in each grade is developed under unit head-

ings with units further sub-divided into specific topics. WHILE
THE WORDING OF SIMILAR TOPICS FROM GRADE TO
GRADE MAY SUGGEST OVERLAPPING, THIS MAY BE
AVOIDED BY RECOGNIZING THAT THE VARYING MATUR-
ITY OF PUPILS INDICATES THE NEED FOR A DIFFERENT
APPROACH EACH YEAR.

6. Teaching Suggestions

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS ARE INTENDED AS A GUIDE.
NO ONE OFFERING THE COURSE SHOULD FEEL THAT HE IS

COMPELLED TO FOLLOW THEM SPECIFICALLY AS OUT-
LINED OR TO DEAL WITH ALL THE ACTIVITIES THAT ARE
SUGGESTED. HE SHOULD FEEL FREE TO ADAPT THEM TO
HIS CLASS BY IMPROVISATION, ADDITION, OR FURTHER
DEVELOPMENT.

A brief explanation of some accepted procedures will be
found in the appendix. If it is desired to use one of these, which
is new to the pupils, it will be found advantageous to explain or

even to demonstrate how such an activity is carried out.

7. Flexibility of the Course

a. It is recognized that teachers presenting this course on
a minimum time allotment will not be able to complete all topics

in all units. Even teachers with a greater amount of available

time may find it advantageous to omit certain topics in order
that others may be developed more extensively. WHILE THIS
PRACTICE IS PERMISSIBLE, GREAT CARE SHOULD BE
TAKEN IN DECIDING WHAT MATERIAL IS TO BE OMITTED.
CONSIDERATION OF STUDENT NEEDS SHOULD BE ONE GOV-
ERNING FACTOR. OTHER FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED
MIGHT INCLUDE INTERESTS OF THE STUDENTS, AS WELL
AS INTERESTS AND SPECIAL ABILITIES OF THE TEACHERS.

b. IT MIGHT BE CONSIDERED DESIRABLE TO PROVIDE
A TIMETABLE ARRANGEMENT WHEREBY TWO OF THE
PERIODS PER WEEK ARE OFFERED AS A DOUBLE PERIOD.
This would provide an opportunity for more extensive discussion
of topics, for the use of films, for field trips or special speakers or
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experiments, all of which would be valuable in certain parts of
the program.

8. Evaluation

a. General

Evaluation of the progress of students in terms of marks,
which may be put on report cards and entered in the school
records, is admittedly a difficult task, which many teachers ap-

proach with misgiving.

In a course of any kind, but more particularly in Health and
Personal Development, one of the primary goals must be to

encourage the acquisition of understandings and the changing of

attitudes, the result of which will eventually become evident
through modification of behavior patterns. This is equally true
whether the unit being taught is one concerned with physical

health practices or with one of the many facets of mental health
which make up most of the personal development units. It must
be accepted, however, that modification of behavior patterns is

a continuous process the results of which may become evident
only after a considerable lapse of time.

While improvement in behavior is a measure of the true
progress of the student, the mastery of factual material must also

be considered. Such knowledge is a prerequisite to the making
of sound judgments and provides a real basis for the changing
of attitudes, and, hence, the improvement of behavior.

b. Evaluation Techniques

The following evaluation techniques are suggested:

i. Tests on the factual material of a unit can be given when the
unit is completed. Unit tests are recommended rather than
mid-term and final tests.

ii. An occasional essay or paragraph may be assigned with marks
allocated on the basis of both material and quality of writing.

A student's written work on one of the activities might be
assessed.

iii. A mark might be assigned on the basis of the student's partici-

pation in group activities and class discussion.

iv. Any reference to student attitudes contained on the school

record cards could be considered in attempting to assess the
extent to which the student has acquired the desired under-
standings and attitudes. An analysis of ratings assigned
throughout the year should give some indication of changes
in behavior and should assist the teacher in arriving at a final

assessment of the student's work. However, such an analysis

will necessarily be subjective and its limitations should be
recognized.

9. References

Primary—THE PRIMARY REFERENCES SHOULD BE AVAIL-
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ABLE IN SUFFICIENT QUANTITY SO THAT STUDENTS
MAY HAVE READY ACCESS TO THEM.

Secondary—These are useful books which supplement the materi-

al in the primary references. The titles of most of these

references will be followed by a short review to indicate

to the teacher the nature of the book, and the specific units

for which it will be useful. See outlines on Pages 15-17.

Teachers' References

—

It is felt that a teacher offering the course at any or all

grade levels should have access to the following references:

a. Psychology for Living—Sorenson and Malm
(If a copy of Averill's Introductory Psychology is available

it will be useful as an alternative.)

b. Health Observation of School Children—^Wheatley and Hal-

lock.

Teachers will find one or more of the following references use-

ful for background material in those sections of the course in Grades
IX and X dealing with alcohol:

a. Manual of Reference for Alcohol Education, Department of

Education, Manitoba.

b. Manual of Reference for Alcohol Education, Department of

Education, British Columbia.

c. Alcohol Education, a Guide Book for Teachers, Hirsch.

d. Teen-Agers and Alcohol, McCarthy.

Resource material on alcohol, formerly distributed by the De-
partment of Education under the title. Lessons in Alcohol Education,
is included in the resource book to be distributed to all teachers of

Health and Personal Development.

General References—This list, found in the appendix, contains titles

of pamphlets and papers that provide additional information for
teacher and student use. Most of them are available without charge.

10. Administrative Considerations

a. General

Opportunity should be provided for staff members to become
familiar with the objectives of the course in Health and Personal
Development. They should be aware of their personal responsi-
bility for encouraging sound attitudes in each student with whom
they come in contact.

It is desirable to have a committee to consider and take steps
to bring about the integration of the individual guidance of the
counsellor or principal with the group guidance approach of the
Health and Personal Development course. Such integration would
include:
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i. the offering of suggestions to the administration in matters
of lighting, ventilation, use and care of drinking fountains,
conduct in corridors and washrooms, and other factors affect-

ing school and classroom health.

ii. consideration of ways and means to encourage better class-

room habits with respect to posture and social conduct.

b. Responsibility of the Principal

The place of the Health and Personal Development course in

the total program of the school must be clearly understood by the
principal and all the members of his staff. As indicated in the
section entitled "Reasons for Offering the Course", Health and
Personal Development provides the focus for the guidance pro-

gram—vocational, educational, and personal. The vocational and
educational aspects are usually clearly understood but the func-

tion and significance of the personal guidance program may
require further study on the part of the principal and the staff.

Not only does the program aim to help the adolescent understand
and accept himself, but it attempts also to provide a reasoned
foundation for cultivating those attitudes which the school seeks
to inculcate: self-respect, creativeness, scientific viewpoint, co-

operation, responsibility, social concern, and reverence. However,
the course itself is not designed to build these attitudes. Such
attitudes can be fostered and strengthened only when the total

school atmosphere is conducive to their growth and the principal

and each member of his staff seek to utilize fully every opportu-
nity in the corporate life of the school and in the study of each
subject. Some subjects, of course, provide a more fertile field

than others for their cultivating; the literature program is espe-

cially designed for this purpose, the activities in the social studies-

language program furnish abundant opportunities and, of course,

physical education and the extra-curricular activities have long
been recognized as providing many timely occasions for informal
personal guidance and counselling. But the resources of mathe-
matics and science, though perhaps not so rich as those of the

other subjects, have sometimes been overlooked despite the fact

that these courses cannot be considered fully to achieve their

objectives unless they result in modes of thinking and habits of

work appropriate to these disciplines.

It is the responsibility of the principal to give such leader-

ship to his staff that all members will acquaint themselves with
the objectives of the Health and Personal Development program
and sincerely attempt to discover and utilize to the full the oppor-
tunities existing in the other courses they teach for building the

attitudes discussed in the Health and Personal Development pro-

gram to the end that a co-ordinated and consistent school-wide

program may be achieved.

c. Scheduling

The nature of this course is such that its potentialities can-

not be fully realized in a class in which boys and girls are not
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together for some discussion. Thus, for this program, the system
wherein the boys take Physical Education while the girls take

Health Education is undesirable. It is recognized that some system
of scheduling, which will allow the separation of boys and girls

for Physical Education is essential in many schools; but it is

suggested that there is justification for grouping with Physical

Education some subject in which class discussion involving both
boys and girls is not so necessary.

III. PRIMARY REFERENCES

GRADE VII

1. FOR HEALTHFUL LIVING: Jones, Morgan and Landis

2. YOU'RE GROWING UP: Shacter, Jenkins and Bauer, or

ABOUT GROWING UP: National Forum Inc.

GRADE VIM

1. GOOD HEALTH FOR BETTER LIVING: Jones, Morgan and
Landis

2. INTO YOUR TEENS: Shacter, Jenkins and Bauer, or

BEING TEEN-AGERS: National Forum Inc.

GRADE IX

1. YOUTH AND TOMORROW: Clarke and Woodsworth

2. BUILDING HEALTH: Williams

3. 4-SQUARE PLANNING FOR YOUR CAREER: Hamrin

4. FACTS ABOUT ALCOHOL: McCarthy

GRADE X

1. HEALTH FOR CANADIANS: Chittick

2. PERSONAL PROBLEMS: Geisel

IV. SECONDARY REFERENCES

1. MODERN HEALTH: Otto, JuUan and Tether, 1955

This book was written for senior high school students and is

most attractively set up. It makes use of excellent diagrams, pictures,

and line drawings. It presents topics which would give students added
background information for Grade X, Units II, III, IV, VII and VIII

and has, as well, some information on alcohol, a chapter on safety,

and good material on endocrine glands and the nervous system.

Scientific terms are explained and phonetic pronunciation given.
Teaching aims for this grade level are kept in mind throughout the
book. Specifically it aims to show the student what can go wrong in
the human body and how preventive measures can be established; it

gives enough physiology for understanding the workings of the body
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with fine "trans-vision" process plates of the human torso; it encour-
ages the building of better attitudes toward healthful living.

2. MANNERS MADE EASY: Beery, 1949

Five film strips accompany this book, in order to illustrate furth-
er the basic principles of good social usage. They are titled: Home
Ground; School Spirit; As Others See You; Table Talk; and Stepping
Out. These are all available through the Audio-Visual Aids Branch,
Department of Education, under the general title of Etiquette: Series
1 and Series 2. The authoress says in her preface, "Most young
people welcome the opportunity to study a subject that teaches them
to meet adequately and satisfactorily the social situations likely to

confront them in present-day living. Antisocial behavior can usually
be traced to ignorance and feelings of insecurity rather than to in-

difference. Most teen-agers want to be courteous and well groomed."

MANNERS MADE EASY is plentifully illustrated with attractive

well-dressed young people. At the end of each chapter, to enable the
student to test his awareness of points of etiquette, there is a multiple-

choice quiz called Rate Yourself; preferred answers to this quiz and
scoring method are supplied at the end of the book. Chapter Six, titled

"Grooming—The Key to Attractiveness", is divided into the follow-

ing sub-titles: Dressing - Table Talk; Start with a Clean Face; Powder,
a Pressing Matter; Rouge—Type, Color, Placement; Lipstick with a

Brush; Eye Glamour; Eyebrow Grooming; Manicures and Pedicures;
Nail Lustre; Dressing Your Hair (Boys); Dressing Your Hair (Girls).

This book carries an unusually fine index to all the topics treated
within its covers, such as: Pullman berths; foreign words on menus;
telephone etiquette; wedding invitations. The material will prove
most useful for Units I, V, and VI.

3. PLANNING MY FUTURE: National Forum Foundation, 1956

This reference text is one of a series called the National Forum
Guidance Series. Other titles are suggested as primary references in

Grades VII and VIII. It has an attractive cover, it is printed on smooth
paper to show the numerous photographs to the best advantage, and
the easy-to-read type is double-spaced throughout the 355 pages. The
first three sections deal with career planning and are captioned: You
and the World of Work; Fields of Work; Self-Appraisal.

A special feature of this book is the section near the end of each
Chapter labelled "Discussion Questions". An example of a discus-

sion question at the end of Chapter Eight is: "If you have a particular

interest in working with things or with people, or with ideas, can you
explain how and why you developed interest in this area?" Another
special feature of this reference book is the list in each chapter of

about a dozen books bearing on the chapter and titled "For Further
Reading". Each book named as a reference is followed by a pithy

summary, provocatively written.

There are eight sections averaging four chapters per section.

Section V, for example, is titled: Preparing for a Field of Work;
Should I Go to College? (with supplement Choosing a College); Op-
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portunities for Vocational Education; Career Plans May Change (with

supplement Adjustment to the Armed Forces). It provides good
supplementary material for Unit IX.

4. HEALTH FOR YOU: Crisp, 1948, Revised Edition 1956

Schools will find this former primary reference of considerable

value for Units II, VII, and VIII.

5. ENJOYING HEALTH: Jones, 1952

This book was written to follow Building Health, the Grade IX
primary reference. However, it contains excellent supplementary
material for Units II, IV, and VII of Grades VII, VIII, and IX with

suggestions for both individual and group work. It also contains good
material for Unit HI of the Grade X program. Since the book is

American there is no material on the public health picture in Alberta

and Canada.

Seven chapters of the book relate to personal development and
would have some value for this portion of the course.

6. HEALTH AND SAFETY FOR YOU: Diehl and Laton, 1954

The approach of this book is general with the authors anticipat-

ing committee work by classes. The first two chapters provide an
excellent introduction to the study of health. These are followed by
two chapters relating to safety and first aid that will prove very use-

ful in discussing Unit VIII. The major part of the book deals with
the various functions of the body, how each may be maintained at a

high level of efficiency, and the common malfunctions and diseases

sometimes associated with them.

The chapter on stimulants and narcotics provides information
on tobacco and alcohol that will provoke good discussion in the
grades where these general topics are discussed. Control of micro-
organisms, the prevention of communicable diseases and the need
for a health inventory are adequately dealt with. For students of
Grade IX and the senior high school Chapter 27 outlining occupational
opportunities in the field of health will prove very interesting.

The exercises at the conclusion of each chapter, the nature of
the explanatory diagrams, and the method of treatment combine to

make this a good supplementary reference.

HOW TO STUDY, Kornhauser

CAREERS FOR CANADIAN WOMEN, Carriere

FIRST AID TO THE INJURED, St. John Ambulance
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GRADE TEN— UNIT I — SUCCESS IN HIGH SCHOOL
(Suggested time allotment: 2-3 weeks)

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT
Again in Grade X, as in Grade VII, some emphasis must be given

to the problems arising from the transition of the student from a

lower to a higher-level school. As an outcome of this unit the student

should have acquired the understanding that success in high school

depends to a great extent upon one's own efforts and that effective

learning is greatly influenced by motivation. He should have improved
his ability to organize his work and to concentrate.

PRIMARY REFERENCE
Personal Problems, Section 18

Teachers' Resource Book

CAUTION:
It will be found that the time available for Unit I will vary from

a minimum of four periods to a maximum of fifteen periods as a

result of the new credit values (2-5 credits) which may be assigned
to the course. Teachers should avoid using too much time on this

unit, thus depriving some other unit of its rightful share. It is not

intended that all topics and subtopics should be discussed in detail.

The following suggested time allotment, with the minimum figure

given for a 2-credit course and the maximum for a 5-credit course,

will serve as a guide. It must be remembered that not all units can be
given the maximum suggested number of periods.

DIVISION OF PERIODS
Section I—one to five periods

Section 11—^two to seven periods

Review and

Evaluation—one to three periods

CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

I. ORIENTATION

A. Essential Knowledge
About the School

1. The building

2. Location of rooms

3. Staff

4. Rules and regulations

5. Home room

The amount of time necessary for

Topic A will vary according to wheth-
er the students are in a new school
or have merely moved to a new depart-
ment of the old school. In the former
case it is suggested that the teacher
refer to Section I, Unit I, of the Grade
Seven course for suggestions as to

orientation procedure.

An effective means of aiding the
orientation of students is the com-
piling of a booklet of information, in-

cluding a map of the school, school
regulations, and other pertinent in-

formation.
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B. Choosing a Program

1. Matriculation pattern

2. High School Diploma

3. Commercial pattern

4. Technical pattern

5. Place of constants and
electives

C. Value of High School
Education

1. Cultural value

2. Value as preparation
for entrance to univer-

sity

3. Value in meeting
competition for jobs

4. Increasing demand of

business and industry
for high school
graduates

II. LEARNING

A. Individual Progress
and Self-Improvement

1. Value of interviews
with individual teachers
regarding subject diffi-

culties

2. Advantages of inter-

views between parents
and teachers

3. Services of the counsel-
lor to the student

4. Nature and purpose of

the report card

B. Study Habits
(See resource book for
study tips)

This topic should ordinarily have
been discussed under Unit IX of the
Grade Nine course. In many schools
pre-registration may have taken place
in May or June. The amount of time
given this topic will, therefore, vary
according to the situation.

Possibly a survey of "Help Want-
ed" ads might give emphasis to the
discussion.

This topic will be discussed in de-
tail in Unit IX. No exhaustive study is

required at this time.

The purpose of Topic A is to bring
home to the student the various ways
in which he can obtain aid in improv-
ing his degree of attainment. Emphasis
should be on the responsibility of the
student to seek help and to profit from
it.

This topic was started in Grade
Seven, expanded in Grade Eight, and
studied in much detail in Grade Nine.
To cover it exhaustively again in

Grada Ten is to risk lack of interest

on the part of the class. It may be
enough to review the suggestions
given in Unit I, Section II, of the

Grade Nine course, and to encourage
students to carry these out faithfully.

Weaker students probably will need
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

detailed help with study habits.

Some discussion might be profit-

able about the necessity for increased
home study in high school.

ADDITIONAL SOURCES

SBB-so: What Good is High School?: Lindquist, Van Dyke and Yale
Life Adjustment Booklet (47 pages)

SBB-so: Improve Your Learning Ability: Revlin

Life Adjustment Booklet

Senior High School Handbook

S-lib: How to Study: Kornhauser
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GRADE TEN—UNIT II—OUR PHYSICAL GROWTH
INTO ADULTHOOD

(Suggested time allotment: 4-5 weeks)

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

As an outcome of the work in this unit the student should have
acquired the understanding that, in his development from a single
cell, man receives certain inherited characteristics which influence
him and which influence the kind of person he will be. The unit pro-
vides for a brief overview of the body and its parts. Students should
accept the fact that they have a responsibility for maintaining these
body parts at their maximum efficiency and, to do this, they must
respect and observe basic health rules. It is intended that topics in
this unit be examined only in terms of the total body structure and
its functions. Therefore, httle time should be spent on any one sec-
tion. The time allotment suggested for this unit should be observed.

PRIiVlARY REFERENCE

Health for Canadians: Chittick, Chapters 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

10, 12, 13.

CAUTION:

It will be found that the time available for Unit II will vary from
a minimum of eight periods to a maximum of twenty-five periods as

a result of the new credit values (2-5 credits) which may be assigned
to the course. Teachers should avoid using too much time on this

unit, thus depriving some other unit of its rightful share. It is not

intended that all topics and subtopics should be discussed in detail.

The following suggested time allotment, with the minimum figure

given for a 2-credit course and the maximum for a 5-credit course,

will serve as a guide. It must be remembered that not all units can
be given the maximum suggested number of periods.

DIVISION OF PERIODS

Section I—three to eight periods

Section 11—four to twelve periods

Review and

Evaluation—one to five periods.

CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

I. THE NATURE OF THE
BODY

A. Composition

1. Cells

2. Tissues

3. Organs

The purpose of this unit is to give
a brief overview of the various parts
of the body and the functions they
serve. It is not intended that treat-

ment shall be any more detailed than
that required to give students a gen-
eral picture. Certain topics will be dis-

cussed in detail in subsequent units.
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

4. Systems When a student leaves school he
should be acquainted with the body
machinery as a whole, hence the need
for some attention being given to all

parts and systems of the body.

To avoid repetition of factual

material the teacher may find it worth-
while to make use of pre-tests, oral

and written reports from individuals,

or any other review devices. Examina-
tion of the overall chart will acquaint
the teacher with what the students
have gained from previous study.

The teacher might try to discover
if any unscientific beliefs are "abroad"
in the group. Emphasis should be
placed on obtaining an understanding
and appreciation of body mechanism
rather than the ability to recite tech-

nical physiological terms. The use of

diagrams and simple charts will help
to promote better understanding.

B. Inheritance and the
Continuance of Life

1. Propagation of their

own kind

2. Genes and inheritance
of traits

3. Mendel's laws

4. Theories of Weismann,
DeVries, and Lamarck

The students might read about tis-

sues and organs and describe what
they are and what they do. The science
or biology teacher can be consulted.

If a science laboratory is available

the study of cells under a microscope
might be arranged. Much of this can
be taught by the use of diagrams and
an explanation of the terms associated
with various types of cells.

The role of heredity should be un-
derstood, but stress should be placed
on environment as it influences physi-
cal development and one's attitudes.

It is important that students realize

what the various environmental influ-

ences are.

A graphic representation of the
Mendelian Law would lead to better
understanding.
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

C. Environment

1. Definition

2. Kinds of environments

[I. FUNCTIONS OF THE
BODY

A. Body Control

1. Nervous system

2. Diseases of the nervous
system and what hap-
pens when control is

upset

3. Endocrine glands

4. Sense organs

1 chief avenues
of educational
approach to

the brain

B. Body Action

1. Muscles and carriage

2. Fatigue

3. Sports

C. Body Supply and

Upkeep

1. Nutrition

a. food essentials for
skeletal growth

b, food essentials for

teeth, for muscles,
for energy, for body
protection

2. Reasons for a "bal-

anced" diet, "hidden
hunger"

D. Body Maintenance

1. Transportation system:
heat, blood vessels and
blood

The nervous system is dealt with
in detail in Unit VII, Grade X. The
outline is given here so that the teach-

er can, in passing, complete the over-
all picture of body mechanism. If the
teacher so desires. Unit Vn might fol-

low this unit. One period only should
be sufficient at this time.

A brief overview will suffice since
this material has been discussed in

Grade IX.

Care should be exercised to avoid
duplication of teaching by the Physi-
cal Education teacher.

Nutrition has been discussed in

Grade Vm. Avoid repetition by using
pretesting devices and adapting fur-

ther learning to the Grade X level.

The primary reference offers sugges-
tions.

Students might find out what
foods, if any, could be used as substi-

tutes for other foods. Discuss the
fallacy "alcohol is a food".

Examine how the four systems
work together to maintain body cells

and keep the mechanism working ef-

ficiently, the interdependence of the
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2. Respiration system

3. Digestion

4. Excretory system

E. Body Protection
Against Disease

1. Nutrition

2. Active and passive

immunity

3. White corpuscles

F. The Body in Later Life

1. Health and happiness in

adult life

2. Responsibility for one's
health including regu-
lar medical examina-
tions

3. Relationship of physical
health to our associa-

tions with others

systems, and the various steps leading
to the production of energy from food.

An approach might be to prepare
a list of food elements which prevent
and those which aid in disease protec-
tion. A film on immunization could be
shown to advantage.

The first line of defences of the
body (skin, mucous membranes, cilia)

might be discussed and agents which
interfere with body defences listed.

For more adequate understanding
review the nature of a vaccine.

Summarize the relationship be-
tween physical health and success and
happiness in later life.

A discussion of the influence of
physical health factors on the ability

to get along with others would prove
enlightening.

ADDITIONAL SOURCES

S-ref: Modern Health: Otto, Julian, Tether
Chapters 12, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24

S-ref: Health For You: Crisp
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GRADE TEN—UNIT III—CANADA'S PROGRESS
IN PUBLIC HEALTH

(Suggested time allotment: 4-5 weeks)

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

As an outcome of the work of this unit, the student should have

acquired the understanding that co-operative effort of its people is

necessary to maintain the health of a nation. He should have acquired

the further understanding, that because diseases do spread without

respect for national boundaries, nations must co-operate to improve

world health. He should appreciate the important contributions to

Canada's health and welfare by municipal, provincial, and federal

health departments.

PRIMARY REFERENCES

Health for Canadians, Chapters 19, 20, 21, 22

Facts About Alcohol, Chapter VIII

Teachers' Resource Book

CAUTION:

It wiU be found that the time available for Unit EI will vary from
a minimum of eight periods to a maximum of twenty-five periods as

a result of the new credit values (2-5 credits) which may be assigned

to the course. Teachers must be careful not to use too much time on
this unit, thus depriving some other unit of its rightful share. It is not

intended that all topics and subtopics should be discussed in detail.

The following suggested time allotment, with the minimum figure

given for a 2-credit course and the maximum for a 5-credit course,

will serve as a guide. It must be remembered that not all units can

be given the maximum suggested number of periods.

DIVISION OF PERIODS

Section 1 —one to two periods

Section II —one to three periods

Section III—one to three periods

Section IV—two to six periods

Section V —two to six periods

Review and

Evaluation—one to five periods.
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

[. WHY PUBUC HEALTH
SERVICES

A. Meaning of Public
Health

1. Definition of health
services

2. Differences between
public and private

health services

3. Kinds of public health
services

a. municipal

i. health unit

ii. local Boards of

Health (Medical
Health Officers)

b. provincial

c. federal

B. Need for Such Services

1. Possible results if they
were not available

2. General results

achieved from them
a. disease control

b. improved public
awareness

c. improvement of and
increase in national
productivity

II. IMPROVEMENT OF
WORLD HEALTH

A. International Office of
Public Health—Paris
1907

B. Health Organizations of
the League of Nations

C. World Health
Organization

D. International Red
Cross

E. Colombo Plan

Since many pupils have studied the
history of health in other grades and
in Social Studies, this section is in-

tended to be a very brief review only.

It should properly include some-
thing of the historical background rel-

ative to public health and sanitation.

The contributions of the Hebrews,
Greeks, and Romans should be appre-
ciated, as well as the lack of progress
during the Middle Ages.

The students should understand
why governments have found it neces-
sary to establish health services, and
why they are continuously striving to

improve them. They should realize the
part played by the community in de-

veloping and supporting these serv-

ices, and be aware that the success of

these services is dependent on the
support of each individual.

The discussion between the prov-
inces and the federal government,
pointing toward the establishment of
a national health insurance plan^
might be discussed.

This unit lends itself to research
and report. Sources of information
such as school and civic libraries
should not be overlooked. Reports,
pamphlets, and newspaper articles will
supply other information. Some of
this material may have been discussed
in Unit II, Grade IX, so the teacher
might well save time by using a pre-
test to determine the areas on which
time could be best spent. The empha-
sis should be on the services offered
and how the health picture is chang-
ing.
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m. THE GENERAL
HEALTH PICTURE
IN CANADA

A. Birth and Death Rates

B. An Older Population

C. Leading Causes of

Death

D. Infant and Childbirth

Mortality

(See resource book)

E. Crippled Children

F. Arthritis

G. Communicable Diseases

1. Common diseases of

childhood
2. Tuberculosis
3. Venereal disease

(See resource book)

H. Mental Health
1. Prevalence of

mental illness

2. Service for the
mentally ill

IV. CANADA'S NATIONAL
HEALTH PROGRAM

A. Health Branch (De-

partment of National
Health and Welfare)

1. Health Branch

a. food and drug
directorate

b. Indian health
services

c. health services

directorate

B. Welfare Branch

1. Family allowances
and old age security

division

2. Social aid division

3. Civil defence
division

Much of the material of this sec-

tion has been taken in Unit III, Grade
Nine. Care must be taken to see that
duplication does not occur. The teach-
er might emphasize some of the spe-
cial difficulties that Canada has met in
developing its health program.

Graphs prepared from published
statistics would serve to emphasize or
point up this section. Such things as
changes over the years in death rates,

and incidence of various diseases might
be covered in this way.

In examining the leading causes
of death the class could discuss the
changing situation with respect to
certain illnesses.

The emphasis in this unit should
be on recognition of the problem and
some of the services organized to meet
it.

The class should investigate the

division of responsibility in health

matters between the dominion and
the provinces, as set down by The
B.N.A. Act.

An organizational chart of the De-
partment of National Health and Wel-
fare might be developed (using the
annual report of the Department of

National Health and Welfare).

Committee work might be assigned
to find information about the Nutri-

tion Division, the Dominion Health
Council, the National Research Coun-
cil, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics

and Canadian Laboratories including
Connaught Labo^-atory.

Reports could be given on such
public measures as: Workmen's Com-
pensation Act, Blue Cross, Medical
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C. Administrative Branch

D. Civil Defence
(See resource book)

V. GROWING RECOGNI-
TION OF THE
ALCOHOL PROBLEM

A. Alcoholism

1. Nature

2. Symptoms

3. Incidence

4. Causes

5. Social implications

6. Treatment

B. Agencies Interested in

Alcohol and/or the
Problems Presented by
Alcohol

1. Alcoholic Sub-
commitee, W.H.O.

2. Alcoholics Anony-
mous

3. Alcoholism Founda-
tion of Alberta

4. A.S.M. School of
Narcotic Education

5. Associated Temper-
ance Forces of
Alberta

6. Women's Christian
Temperance Union

7. The National and
Alberta Safety
Councils

8. Yale Center of
Alcohol Studies

Services Incorporated. It should be
recognized that these may be provided
for either provincially or locally.

The class should learn some of the
main findings of the national sickness
survey of 1950-51. The problems re-

lated to the health of Indians and
Eskimos, and what the Department of
National Health and Welfare is doing
to meet these problems are good sul^
jects for examination.

The class might be interested in
examining some of the attempts that
have been made by governments and
society to control drinking. Exchange
of student opinion on possible solu-

tions to the problem of abuse will re-

sult in increased understanding.
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9. International Con-
ference on Alcohol
ana iraniL odieiy

10. National Committee
on Alcoholism
(See resource book)

ADDITIONAL SOURCES

* GB: The Philosophy of Alcohol, Alcoholism Foundation of Al-

berta (16 pages)

S-lib: Canada Yearbook

S-ref: Health for You: Crisp, Chapters 25, 26, 27

S-ref: Health and Safety for You: Diehl and Laton, Chapters 19, 25

S-ref: Enjoying Health: Jones, Chapters 20, 22, 23

S-ref: Modern Health: Otto, Julian and Tether, Chapter 27

DPH: Common Childhood Diseases

DPH: Pure Food and Safe Drugs

DPH: Safe to Take

DPH: The Truth About Food and Drug Labels

DPH: Venereal Disease, what you should know

DPH: The Facts About Syphilis and Gonorrhea

DPH: Learn the Facts

DPH: Various other pamphlets on communicable diseases

Annual Report, Department of Health and Welfare, Ottawa

Health and Welfare Magazine, Bureau of Information, Department
of Health and Welfare, Ottawa

Government Expenditures and Related Data on Health and Social

Welfare, 1947-1953, Research Division, Department of Na-
tional Health and Welfare, Ottawa

Canada, 1956, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, (published
yearly) 75^
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GRADE TEN — UNIT IV — PUBLIC HEALTH IN ALBERTA

(Suggested time allotment: 3-4 weeks)

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

As an outcome of the work of this unit the student should have
acquired the understanding that public health services are an
important feature of government services and benefit everyone.

He should develop the attitude that the co-operation of all citizens

is necessary to maintain health.

PRIMARY REFERENCE

Health for Canadians: Chittick, Chapters 20, 21, 22

Teachers' Resource Book

CAUTION:

It will be found that the time available for Unit IV will vary
from a minimum of six periods to a maximum of twenty periods as

a result of the new credit values (2-5 credits) which may be assign-

ed to the course. Teachers should avoid using too much time on this

unit, thus depriving some other unit of its rightful share. It is not

intended that all topics and subtopics should be discussed in detail.

The following suggested time allotment will serve as a guide. It must
be remembered that not all units can be given the maximum sug-

gested number of periods.

DIVISION OF PERIODS

Section I—one to four periods

Section II—four to twelve periods

Review and

Evaluation—one to four periods

CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

I. IMPORTANCE OF
HEALTH STATISTICS

A. Their Uses

1. To indicate preva-
lence of disease

2. To indicate mortal-

ity rates and age
groups affected

3. To provide a means
of comparison

The approach to this section
might be made through a study of
the local health unit or department.

The class might offer suggestions
as to how the Department of Pubhc
Health could use statistics as a basis

for control.

A report on the advisory service
and assistance provided by the Pro-
vincial Department of Public Health
in tracing sources of infection, (e.g.,

a typhoid fever outbreak), would in-

dicate the value of such services.
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n. PUBLIC HEALTH
MEASURES IN
ALBERTA

A. Vital Statistics

1. Births

2. Deaths

3. Marriages

B. Health Education
Services

1. Literature, pam-
phlets, booklets

2. Films and filmstrips

3. Lectures and radio

material

4. Health publicity

C. Nutrition Service:

Its Purposes

D. Sanitary Engineering

1. Water and sewage
systems

2. Plumbing and
private sewage
disposal

3. General sanitation

and food control

4. Stream pollution

E. Municipal Nursing
Service

1. Purpose

2. Organization

3. Program

F. Health Units and Local
Departments of Health

G. Communicable
Diseases

1. Quarantine
regulations

2. Free supplies for

inoculations

(See resource book)

The importance of the records of

the Bureau of Vital Statistics should
be appreciated. A list of possible uses
might be developed.

A committee of students might
plan an advertising program to

familiarize all the students in the
school with the facilities provided by
this branch. The publicity material
could well be gathered into a booklet
as a permanent record.

A visit to the local water supply or
sewage disposal system would add
interest to this study.

How are food outlets, such as

restaurants, inspected?

A representative of the local

Health Unit or the Public Health
Nurse might be invited to speak to

the class outlining her work.

Obtain from the students reasons
why each family should report com-
municable diseases to the local

health authorities. A study of current
quarantine regulations would prove
useful.
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H. Social Hygiene

1. Program for

prevention and
treatment of

venereal disease

2. Services provided

a. drugs
b. clinics

c. treatment for

neuro-syphilis

d. nursing training

in treatment of

venereal
diseases

e. surveys in out-

lying areas

I. Laboratory Services

J. Entomology

1. Insect-borne
diseases affecting

man
2. Surveys
3. Vaccine

K. Blood Transfusion
Depots and the
Services They Offer

L. Cerebral Palsy Clinics

M. Tuberculosis Control

1. Chest clinics

2. Tuberculosis case-

Students should understand the
purposes of a social hygiene program
and read sufficiently to develop an
adequate understanding of its place
in the health picture.

Class discussions on one or more
of the following would serve to intro-

duce the topic:

1. Of what importance are laboratory
services in tracing the source of

and in controlling an epidemic,
such as typhoid?

2. A farmer suspects his well is con-

taminated. What steps should he
take to get the water tested?

3. In what ways can the provincial

laboratories aid local doctors?

The effect of insect control
measures on projects such as the con-

struction of the Panama Canal would
be a good starting point for the study
of this section.

The interrelationship of the De-
partment of Health and the Canadian
Red Cross with respect to transfusion
depots should be understood.

Discuss the tuberculin test and
ways of administering it. What does
a positive test indicate?
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finding programs
through tubercuUn
testing and mobile
X-ray units

B.C.G. Vaccine

N. Cancer Diagnostic and
Treatment CUnics

0. Mental Health

1. Provincial mental
institutes

2. Provincial guidance
clinics

P. Rheumatoid Arthritis

Q. Poliomyelitis Services

1. Salk Vaccine
(See resource book)

R. Hospital and Medical
Services

1. Maternity cases

2. Pensioners and
mothers' allowance
recipients

3. Old age pensioners
4. Recipients of

widows' pensions
5. Blind pensioners
6. Training for X-

ray technicians

7. Nursing Aides
Training Programs

Reports might be given on

1. Training for care of tuber-

culosis patients

2. Rehabilitation services

Members of the class could make a

graph to show the decline of tuber-

culosis mortality rate in the last 25
years. Would a graph of the mor-
bidity rate show the same picture?
Explain.

The pupils should discover what
diagnostic, hospitalization and treat-

ment services are provided for those
affected by cancer, tuberculosis,

mental illness, crippling conditions,

arthritis, poliomyelitis, and cerebral
palsy.

Steps for the admission of stu-

dents to mental hospitals should be
discussed.

Discuss the kind of medical care
needed for children crippled by polio-

myelitis, such as special shoes, braces,

massage, re-education for muscles.
The work being done in the Junior
Red Cross Hospital in Calgary and the
University Hospital in Edmonton
should be understood.

A report might be given on Al-

berta's $2.00 a day hospitaUzation
plan.



ADDITIONAL SOURCES

DPH: Alberta's Health Services Program
Quarantine Regulations (Chart)

Venereal Disease—What You Should Know
(Teachers' Reference)

What You Need to Know About T.B.

Disinfection

Cerebral Palsy

Protecting the Community Milk Supply

Safe Milk by Pasteurization

Raw Milk—Undulant Fever

Mental Health

Protect Your Baby by Immunization

Arthritis

Cancer (Teachers' Reference)

Rural Waters

Spotted Fever Tick in Alberta

Tularemia

Control of Houseflies and Mosquitoes

Rats

Your Health Unit

Youth Looks at Cancer
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GRADE TEN — UNIT V — PERSONALITY

(Suggested time allotment: 6-8 weeks)

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

In Grade X "personality" should be discussed, not as a psycho-
logical concept, but in its relationship to the everyday behavior of

the pupil. Students should accept that "big" problems are really

common to all young people. As an outcome of the work of this unit,

the student should have acquired the understanding that adherence
to a standard of values is more important than the attainment of
popularity. The purpose of this unit is to encourage the development
of well-adjusted boys and girls, each of whom feels his worth as an
individual.

PRIMARY REFERENCES:

Personal Problems, Sections 1-23, 36, 38

Facts About Alcohol, Pages 13-16, 28-29, 35-39

Health for Canadians, Chapters 15, 16, 17, 18

CAUTION:

It will be found that the time available for Unit V will vary
from a minimum of twelve periods to a maximum of forty periods
as a result of the new credit values (2-5 credits) which may be
assigned to the course. Teachers should avoid using too much time
on this unit, thus depriving some other unit of its rightful share.

It is not intended that all topics and sub-topics should be discussed
in detail. The following suggested time allotment, with the minimum
figure given for a 2-credit course and the maximum for a 5-credit

course, will serve as a guide. It must be remembered that not all

units can be given the maximum suggested number of periods.

DIVISION OF PERIODS

Section I—four to twelve periods

Section n—three to ten periods

Section EI—three to ten periods

Review and
Evaluation—two to eight periods.

CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

I. THE MEANING OF
PERSONALITY

A. Definitions

Definitions are necessary only to

indicate to the pupils the general na-

ture of personality. Pupils should not

be concerned with psychological de-

finitions as such. However, sufficient

explanation should be provided to en-

sure an adequate understanding of

the term.
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Characteristics People
Admire and Respect

Differences in people

a. radio and televion

personalities

b. civic leaders

c. athletes or coaches

d. other examples

2. Qualities

friend
desired in a

3. Popularity and its

importance

C. The Effect of Heredity
and Environment on
Personality

1. Meaning of the term
heredity

2. Inherited character-
istics

3. Effect of environment
on personality

D. The Importance of

Personality in Social

Relationships

The students might discuss and
compare a number of well-known
people. Care must be taken in the
selection of "personalities".

Is the average person able to

assess himself? It would be interest-

ing to develop a simple rating scale

of certain physical, social, and emo-
tional characteristics. Each student
might rate himself and three or four
other students anonymously. The
comparison should result in a worth-
while discussion on the difficulty of
self-rating. The emphasis should prob-
ably focus on the understanding that
personality patterns are influenced to
a great extent by the ways in which
we satisfy our needs.

Because popularity appears to be
very important to this age group, a
clear understanding of what is meant
by popularity is essential. The class

might analyze it by an examination of
the reasons why some people are
more popular than others.

Students should appreciate that
the methods by which popularity is

obtained often determine the lasting
quality of that popularity.

The scope of an individual's popu-
larity is important. Is he well thought
of by adults and student groups, other
than his own circle of friends?

The student should be aware of
the vast number of ancestors who
have contributed to his characteristics.
Refer to Unit II.

The effects of environmental fac-

tors on people should be discussed,
such as the effect of climate on atti-

tudes toward work, attitudes often
found in remote areas, and prejudices
arising from differences in language
and customs.

Students should be encouraged to
discuss problems encountered by the
individual which are common to the
group.
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

1. Getting along with
others:

a. interest in people

b. other interests

c. the art of

conversation

d. observing the Golden
Rule

2. Social adjustment:

a. dependability

b. speaking well of

people

c. using pleasant

conversation

d. avoiding vulgarity,

sarcasm, and
arguments

3. Social maturity:

a. abihty to get along
with others

b. less self-centred

activity

c. increased self-

reliance

d. changeover from
emotional to logical

behavior

4. Personal appearance:

a. effect of first

impressions

b. dress

c. cleanliness

5. Friends and friendship

Point out that personality is often
determined, at least partially, by the
social group of which the individual
is a member.

Other pertinent evidences of social

maturity might be added.

The class will find the question of

grooming a worthwhile area for re-

examination and discussion.

Extremes in teen-age fashions will

prove an interesting subject. Consider
their origin and suitability.

The following topics might prove
useful to point up the place that

friendship can assume:

1. Can lack of adequate friendships

affect personality?

2. When we add friends we multiply

opportunities.

3. The way to make and keep a friend

is to be one.
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

6. Courtesy as the basis

for manners

a. courtesy—considera-

tion for others

b. manners:

i. introductions

ii. manners at home
iii. manners at school

iv. manners at dances

V. automobile manners

vi. telephone manners

vii. manners on buses
and other public
transportation

c. sportsmanship

i. examples of good
and poor sports-

manship such as:

(a) shouting dur-

ing a free shot

in basketball

(b) booing the
goalkeeper
when he allows

a goal

(c) complimenting
one's

opponents

E. How Personality May
Be Affected by Alcohol

1. Release of inhibitions:

a. change from normal
behavior patterns:

i. talking and laughing
more loudly than
usual

ii. getting into heated
arguments

iii. boasting

iv. picking fights and
being easily

insulted

4. Friends are golf clubs; they are all

right if you can use them.

Manners have been discussed fre-

quently but can well be re-examined.
A situation such as a school dance
might give focus to this problem. Em-
phasis should centre on how correct
manners may help one to enjoy social

functions.

Discuss the relationship of per-

sonal qualities of the individual to

sportsmanship on the field and in daily

living.

It might be interesting to consider
sportsmanship as it applies to "pro-
fessionaP' sports.

Confusion and misunderstanding
often arise from a discussion of alcohol

and its place in present-day society.

An examination of the influence exer-
cised by alcohol on the personality
will doubtless bring out diverse
opinions.

The students might be asked to

read from the available references to
obtain background information. Con-
clusions should be based on scientific

facts rather than sentimental feelings.

Topics such as the possible re-

lationship between alcohol and juven-
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

V. use of profanity

(See resource book)

II. CHARACTER

A. Standards of Value

1. Definition of character

a. how it differs from
reputation

2. The stability of

character

3. Important character

traits

a. honesty and
reliability

b. co-operation

c. courage

d. loyalty

e. sense of justice

f . self-control

g. sportsmanship

h. sense of moral value

4. Conscience and
character

The Selection of Goals
and Ideals

The importance of

choosing goals wisely

a. use of special

abilities to achieve
satisfaction

b. satisfaction from
maximum achieve-

ment

ile delinquency will provoke good
discussion.

Discuss with the class the state-

ment of Nicholas Murray Butler,

President of Columbia University:
"Capacity to pass intellectual tests

should rank third in estimating the
educational progress of the student.

Evidence of his character building
should come first, and evidence of his

good manners and respect and con-
cern for others comes second and,
these lacking, no amount of intell-

ectual performance of any kind
should win him advancement or
graduation."

How useful are extra-curricular

activities in character building? Such
a topic may be developed through dis-

cussion, or having someone report on
a code of ethics published by a service
club, sports organization, or business
group. Why are such codes developed?

The class might benefit from a dis-

cussion of how conscience may affect

one's behavior. To what extent is

character developed through conscious
effort?

Choosing goals wisely is a prime
factor in the happiness of an in-

dividual. Other factors should be con-

sidered in the light of their possible

contribution to personal satisfaction.

These might include the values of mo-
tivation and satisfaction from one's

job.

Newton's "Four Steps in

Personality Improvement"

(a) Realization of the

need for improve-
ment
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

(b) Motivation; a strong
desire for improve-
ment

(c) Inventory; an analy-

sis or stocktaking of

strong and weak
points

(d) Systematic plan for

improvement

2. The need for a set of
values

3. Acquisition of a set of

values

a. religion

i. gives a sense of

security in a

changing world

ii. an individual

matter

b. codes of ethics

Attainment of difficult

goals

a. will to win
b. symbolic rewards
c. personal satisfaction

Compare the moral values im-
plicit in the teachings of Christianity,

Judaism, Buddhism, and Moham-
medanism. The form that the Golden
Rule takes in each religion should be
examined. See Social Studies 10.

Discuss
following:

questions such as the

Is cheating in a test or in a
mature behavior?

game

2. What are some of the fundamental
needs that are often satisfied or
helped by religious belief?

3. Why is rehgion an individual
matter?

4. Are standards of value an indica-
tion of maturity?

5. Has the world advanced further
scientifically than it has morally?

Here the student should be made
aware of the fact that motivation and
drive sometimes enable people to sur-
mount difficulties and achieve beyond
expectation. Names such as Helen
Keller, F. D. Roosevelt and Roger
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

III. PERSONALITY
UNDER STRESS

A. Emotions May Help
or Harm

1. Emotions compared
with mood and
temperament

2. Possible dangers in

lack of emotional
control

3. Organic changes occur-

ing in the individual

when angry

4. Effects of modern
living on one's

emotions, particularly

resulting from media
of communication:
radio, television,

comics, newspapers,
motion pictures.

B. Development and
Control of Emotions

1. By attaining intel-

lectual maturity:

a. learning to make up
our minds

b. learning to take
responsibility

c. learning to keep an
open mind

2. By attaining emotional
maturity:

a. developing ability to

bear tension

b. outgrowing adoles-

cent moodiness

3. By attaining social

maturity:

Bannister may be introduced as

examples of people who overcame
great obstacles.

Class discussion should bring out
that emotions can cause pleasure and
satisfaction, or seriously affect normal
behavior patterns.

An examination of the following
questions should add to student
understanding:

1. Can emotions make us ill?

2. How can we detect emotional bias

in ourselves and in others?

This section should be related to

the everyday experiences of the stu-

dents. Hypothetical situations at the
student level should be developed for

illustration.

The implications suggested by the
term, maturity, should be well under-
stood.

Students should appreciate the
possible interrelationship that may
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

a. achieving
independence

b. gaining security in

peer-group
friendship

c. adjusting to accepted
customs

exist between social

moral maturity.
maturity and

4. By attaining moral
maturity:

a. developing a code of
morals

b. developing a
philosophy for living

c. developing a sense
of duty

d. developing a tolerant
attitude to others

5. Avoiding emotional
strain

a. by considering things
objectively

b. through work

c. by maintaining a
sense of humor

C. Frustration: what it is

1. Indirect methods of
solving problems

a. sublimation and
substitution

b. compensation

c. day-dreaming

d. rationalization

e. escape through the
use of alcohol and
drugs

Have students investigate the
meaning of the term frustration, in
terms of a person's everyday ex-
periences.

A student committee should pre-
pare an analysis of the terms listed in
the other column. The class can
doubtless add many illustrations from
everyday life to this analysis.
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ADDITIONAL SOURCES

SBB-so: What is Honesty?: Clark
Life Adjustment Booklet (48 pages)

SBB-so: Your Personality and Your Job: Chapman
Life Adjustment Booklet (56 pages)

SBB-so: Building Your Philosophy of Life: T. V. Smith
Life Adjustment Booklet (48 pages)

SBB-so: Exploring Your Personality: Henry
Life Adjustment Booklet

SBB-so: Growing Up Socially: Weizman
Life Adjustment Booklet

S:ref-so: Manners Made Easy: Mary Beery

S-lib: Introductory Psychology: Averill
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GRADE TEN — UNIT VI — GROUP LIFE

(Suggested time allotment: 4-5 weeks)

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT
As an outcome of the work of this unit the student should have

acquired the understanding that the development of satisfactory

group standards depends upon the individual contributions of the

group members; and that society will be affected by the kinds of

standards that his groups accept. He should also appreciate that

leisure-time activities should be purposeful and constructive, and

aid in the development of standards.

PRIMARY REFERENCES
Personal Problems, Sections 4, 15, 21, 23, 24, 25, 39

Facts About Alcohol, Pages 35-39

Resource Book

CAUTION:

It will be found that the time available for Unit VI will vary

from a minimum of eight periods to a maximum of 25 periods as a

result of the new credit values (2-5 credits) which may be assigned

to the course. Teachers must be careful not to use too much time

on this unit, thus depriving some other unit of its rightful share.

It is not intended that all topics and sub-topics should be discussed

in detail. The following suggested time allotment, with the minimum
figure given for a 2-credit course and the maximum for a 5-credit

course, will serve as a guide. It must be remembered that not all

units can be given the maximum suggested number of weeks.

SUGGESTED TIME ALLOTMENT
Section I—three to eight periods

Section II—two to six periods
Section m—two to six periods
Review and
Evaluation—one to five periods

CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

I. THE GROUP'S
RESPONSIBILITIES
TO THE INDIVIDUAL

A. How Do We Benefit

From Our Associations?

1. Benefits a member
receives from:
a. clubs

b. students' unions
c. school clubs

d. trade unions
e. group insurance

Students should appreciate that

society is built around groups and
some of the reasons why this is so.

By selecting illustrations from their

own experience, such as C.G.I.T.,

Tuxis, Boy Scouts, Girl Guides,
C.Y.O., M.I.A., and others they should
accept that such groups are bene-
ficial to members. Section 4 from
"Personal Problems" provides a good
introduction.
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

B. Does the Group Have a

Responsibility to the
Individual?

1. A leader's relationship

to and consideration of

the individuals in his

group

2. Group attitudes and
individual attitudes

C. Groups to Which the
Teen-Ager May Belong
and Their Place in the
Community

1. Reasons for teen-agers
banding together in

groups

2. Purposes of school
clubs

). Group Behavior
Patterns

1. Acceptable student
behavior at

a. football games

b. social gatherings

c. the theatre

2. The "gang"
a. the need for it

b. reasons for its

popularity

Determine from the class how
group responsibility is developed.
Questions for possible discussion:

1. May a leader be too advanced
for his group?

2. What qualities prevent some
people from becoming leaders?

3. Are good mixers necessarily

good leaders?

4. Does a good leader delegate
authority?

A list of neighborhood groups
could be assigned to the class as a

project for examination as to their

objectives or purposes.

Three or four student organizations

could be examined to see what pur-
poses they serve and how well they
fulfill these purposes.

A member of a local club or other
teen-age organization might talk to

the class about the purpose and ideals

of the organization he or she repre-

sents.

An examination of possible effects

will serve to show how an individual
can profit from particular groups. It

will also show that undesirable conse-
quences can result.

A comparison could be made be-

tween the behavior of an individual
within the group and when he is alone.
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

c. where and why it

breaks down

d. dangers or pitfalls

in blindly following

the gang

3. Teen-agers and alcohol:

a. personal responsibil-

ity for

b. control of group
pressures

c. possible

consequences

d. why the minimum
legal age?
(See resource book)

e. dangers of permit-
ting oneself to be too
strongly swayed by
the group

4. The individual in the
group

a. the responsibility of

the individual in the
group

i. encouragement of

constructive and
developmental
activities

ii. loyalty to the
group

5. Anti-social behavior
patterns:

a. some causes of

delinquency

b. influence of well-

organized clubs in

directing young
people with tenden-
cies toward
delinquency

Discussion around this topic should
serve to clarify the present thinking
of the group members. They should
be encouraged to appraise all possible
consequences of unwise group action,

especially if alcohol is involved. The
teacher should not necessarily serve
as arbiter but should be ready to point
out pertinent facts that the student
may have overlooked and be prepared
to encourage constructive thinking.
This will require resourcefulness as
well as adequate sources of informa-
tion.

Emphasis should be directed to-

ward the pressures that an individual
can exert on the group, especially in

influencing specific courses of action.

Loyalty to the gang or team, the
school, the community and the nation
might be discussed.

Examples of anti-social behavior
should be examined for causes, and
suggestions given as to treatment. If

possible, invite some interested adult
to be a member of the discussion
group.
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

n. THE FAMILY GROUP

A. The Family Group As
An Essential Feature of

Society

B. Demonstration of the
Results of Group
Loyalties

1. Mutual support of

members

2. Similarity of

interests

3. Pride and satisfac-

tion from family
accomplishments

C. The Contributions of

the Individual to

Family Life

1. Problems he may en-

counter with respect to

the family when he
moves outside the
family group

m. THE GROUP AND
LEISURE TIME

A. Problems Associated
With Use of Increased
Leisure Time

1. The challenge leisure

time presents

2. Need for organization

3. Sports participation

versus the spectator
role

4. Forms of adult educa-
tion:

a. academic

b. cultural

c. in-service training

The class should be able to trace

the development of the society of to-

day from the early family unit.

Growth of the Scottish clan could be
discussed as an example of family
loyalty. Treatment should be brief.

Subjects such as the following may
provoke good discussion:

,

1. Wise use of leisure time

2. The propaganda of commercial-
ized amusements

Standards
time

for use of leisure
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

B. The Value of

Recreation

1. An offset to work

2. Group fellowship

3. Entertainment

C. Leisure Time Activities

In High School

1. The need for some
form of leisure-time

activity

2. Activities most popular

3. The possible effects of

over-participation

a. on studies

b. on the health of the
individual

c. on the individual's

contribution to the
activity

D. Leisure Time Activities

in the Home

1. The place of family
recreation:

a. recreation as a
family matter

b. effects of modern
recreation on the
family

c. television and radio
in the home

d. recreational

activities:

i. gardening

ii. music

iii. reading

iv. workshop

V. hobbies
i

The forms of recreation of high
school students could be listed. A dis-

cussion might follow on the advan-
tages or disadvantages of some of these
activities.

A survey could be made to find the
extent of participation in group activi-

ties. Members of the class should be
led to see the need for maintaining a
sense of proportion and not devoting
too much time to such activities.

Discussions should be objective.

Introduction of personal items and
personal experiences should be avoid-
ed; they are time-wasting and of limit-

ed interest. Possible questions:

1. To what extent should beautifi-

cation of home surroundings be
considered as a duty to the com-
munity?

2. How useful are hobbies?
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

E. Leisure Time Activities

In The Community

1. Adult facilities the
community offers

a. church organizations

b. adult educational
opportunities

c. organizations aiding

public institutions

(e.g., home and
school associations,

hospital auxiliaries)

d. service clubs

e. civic bodies

—

council, school

board, library board

f. reserve armed
forces. Junior Red
Cross, St. John Am-
bulance and similar

organizations

The organization of a community
league or recreation board could be
examined.

Certain recreational activities of a

group nature are in general use
throughout the province. These might
be examined.

2. Improvement of local

recreation facilities

3. Value of a group
activity as recreation

4. Values and limitations

of travel as a leisure

time activity

ADDITIONAL SOURCES

SBB-so: Enjoying Leisure Time: Menninger
Life Adjustment Booklet (48 pages)

SBB-so: Your Club Handbook: McDowell
Life Adjustment Booklet (48 pages)
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GRADE TEN—UNIT VII—MAN'S MARVELLOUS
CONTROL SYSTEM

(Suggested time allotment: 3-4 weeks)

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

As an outcome of the work of this unit the student should have

acquired the understandings that the body is governed by a highly

complicated and very specialized control system, and that physical

and mental illnesses may arise from disorders of this system. Though
some attention is devoted to the physiology of the nervous system
this unit emphasizes appreciation of the factors that influence the

work of the nervous system.

PRIMARY REFERENCE

Health for Canadians, Chapters 12, 13, and Pages 289, 290
Teacher's Resource Book

CAUTION:

It will be found that the time available for Unit VII will vary
from a minimum of six periods to a maximum of twenty periods as

a result of the new credit values (2-5 credits) which may be assigned

to the course. Teachers should avoid using too much time on this

unit thus depriving some other unit of its rightful share. It is not

intended that all topics and subtopics should be discussed in detail.

The following suggested time allotment, with the minimum figure

given for a 2-credit course and the maximum for a 5-credit course,

will serve as a guide. It must be remembered that not all units can
be given the maximum suggested number of periods.

DIVISION OF PERIODS

Section I—two to six periods

Section n—three to eight periods

Review and

Evaluation—one to six periods.

CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

I. THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
AND ITS WORK

A. Some Aspects of Man's
Nervous System

1. It enables him to think,

to reason, to rationaUze
and to discriminate

This unit should be introduced by
a description of the nervous system
that will give the student a general
overall picture.
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

2. Its proper use and
control lead to maturity

3. It plays a part in the
individual differences

and special abilities

and interests that exist

in people.

B. The Work of the
Nervous System

1. It controls and harmon-
izes muscular
movements

2. It co-ordinates the

work of the various
organs and systems

C. The Parts of the
Nervous System

1. The neuron

a. structure

b. function
c. synapse

2. Kinds of neurons and
their work

a. sensory

b. motor

c. connecting

3. The nerve

a. nature

b. work

D. The Nerve Impulse

1. Causes

2. Reflex action

a. neuro-muscular and
glandular

b. as a means of

protection

3. Conditioned responses

4. Habits

This section should be developed
only in sufficient detail to make clear

to the students the composition of the
nervous system and how the parts

combine to do the work. A chart will

prove useful.

An explanation of how habits are

formed will be of interest to the stu-

dent.
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

E. The Circuits of the
Nervous System

1. The autonomic system

2. The central nervous
system

n. DISORDER IN THE
NERVOUS SYSTEM

A. Functional Disorders

1. Neuroses

2. Psychoses

a. What they are
considered to be

B. Injuries to the Nervous
System

1. Poliomyelitis

2. Hemorrhage - "stroke"

3. Concussion

4. Others - compression,
effects of syphilis,

brain tumors, trauma,
encephalitis

C. The Effects of

Narcotic Drugs

1. Use in medical, surgi-

cal and dental practice

2. Habit-forming drugs,
such as morphine,
heroin, cocaine,

codeine, demerol, mari-
huana, barbiturates

3. Dangers

4. Prevention of drug
addiction
(See resource book)

D. The Effects of Alcohol

The class might trace various kinds
of stimuli through the central and the
autonomic systems. Show how these
two systems lead to efficiency of ac-

tion.

Explain the physiological effects of

fatigue, and discuss the possible ef-

fects of fatigue on behavior, e.g.,

temper tantrums, poor muscular co-

ordination, faulty judgment. List some
safety valves for emotional tension
such as change of occupation, holidays,

recreation, hobbies.
The value of early care with nerv-

ous and mental disorders and the
hopeful outlook for mental diseases
should be stressed.

Little more than a brief explana-
tion of narcotics should be given. Un-
due emphasis is to be avoided.

This is dealt with in Grade X, Unit
Vm, Section 3E.
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ADDITIONAL SOURCES

SBB-so: Facts About Narcotics: Vogel and Vogel, Life Adjustment
Booklet (47 pages)

S-ref: Modern Health: Chapters 10, 11

S-ref: Health For You: Crisp, Chapter 22

S-ref: Health and Safety For You: Chapter 21
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GRADE TEN—UNIT VI8I—PREVENTING ACCIDENTS
AND MEETING EMERGENCIES

(Suggested time allotment: 4-5 weeks)

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

As an outcome of this unit the student should have acquired the

understanding that the accident picture can be improved by individu-

al co-operation. An interest in the maintenance of public safety should

encourage him to become aware of means that can be used in re-

creation, transportation, and the community generally to prevent

accidents. Willingness to assist in overcoming effects when disasters

occur should be stressed.

PRIMARY REFERENCES

Health for Canadians, Chapter 23 (in part)

Manual for Civil Defence

Teachers' Resource Book

Facts About Alcohol

CAUTION:

It will be found that the time available for Unit VIII will vary

from a minimum of eight periods to a maximum of twenty-five

periods as a result of the new credit values (2-5 credits) which may
be assigned to the course. Teachers should avoid using too much
time on this unit, thus depriving some other unit of its rightful share.

a is not intended that all topics and subtopics should be discussed in

detail. The following suggested time allotment, with the minimum
figure given for a 2-credit course and the maximum for a 5-credit

course, will serve as a guide. It must be remembered that not all

units can be given the maximum suggested number of periods.

DIVISION OF PERIODS

Section I —one to three periods

Section II—two to five periods

Section III—three to eight periods

Section IV—one to five periods

Review and

Evaluation—one to four periods.
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CONTENT TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

I. PROTECTION IN PUB-
LIC TRANSPORTATION

A. Water Transportation

1. Construction of ships

and docks

2. Fire prevention

3. Fog, icebergs, sand
banks

4. Navigational aids

a. radio

b. radio telephone

c. radar

5. Qualifications of crew
members and officers

B. Rail Transportation

1. Construction of coaches

2. Brakes and braking
methods

3. Safe road beds

4. Train inspection

5. Signals

6. Safe dispatching

7. Qualifications of crew
members

C. Air Transportation

1. Improved airplane

construction

a. instruments

b. pressurized cabins

2. Navigational aids

a. radio

b. telephone

c. radar

d. lights

e. beams

3. Qualification of crews

4. Airport safety

This unit should be taught in con-

junction with other units of the course
when matters of public safety are be-

ing considered. TTie course should be
planned to give attention to factors

that are most pertinent to the local

community.

Outline by graphical means the
loss of life in Canada from various
types of transportation accidents.

Committees might do some re-

search to find out how science has
developed means to overcome water
transportation accidents.

The class could use current news
stories about train accidents to initiate

discussions on factors causing such ac-

cidents.

Research will give the class some
understanding of the importance of

the following:

1. Qualifications of commercial air

crews

2. The importance of the navigator

3. The safety record of Canadian
Airlines

Thought might be given to means
that can be used to improve air travel

from the stand-point of increased com-
fort and even greater safety measures.
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11. SAFETY IN

RECREATION

A. Water Safety

1. Swimming
2. Boating

3. Fishing

B. Camping and Hunting

1. Clothing, equipment,
and food

2. Insects

3. Fatigue and heat
exhaustion

4. Frostbites

5. Fire

6. Firearms

C. Safety in Biking

D. Special Hazards in

Winter Sports

1. Skating

2. Skiing

3. Toboganning

E. Special Celebrations

1. Causes of accidents

a. candles

b. fireworks

c. decorations

2. Special days and events

a. Hallowe'en

b. others

(See resource book)

Safety codes should be developed
for various recreational activities. If

possible have a water safety expert
talk to the class. Demonstrate and
practice artificial respiration.

The teacher should be chiefly con-
cerned with the types of recreation
available locally. If hunting is a major
form of recreation more time should
be devoted to the use of weapons.

The class could obtain statistics on
forest fires and relate them to camp-
ers.

What first aid measures can be
taken in accidents that occur in camp-
ing and hunting, boating, fishing,

swimming.

When these activities are practised
the students should review the safety
codes so that their recreation on ice

and hills will not be marred by acci-

dents. Some thought might be given
to the value of supervision by the more
experienced. Reference could be made
to the value of taking lessons to elim-
inate many accidents caused by faulty
technique.
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III. SAFETY IN INDUSTRY

A. Buildings: How
Accidents are Caused

1. Location

2. Construction

3. Floor layout

4. Lighting

5. Special rooms

a. boiler room
b. chemical storage

c. machinery

B. Protection from
Accidents on the Job

1. Falls

2. Dropping things

3. Bumping into things

4. Cuts

5. Personal factors

a. emotional—worry,

anger

b. physical—fatigue

6. Machinery

a. guards on equipment

b. gear wheels

c. circular saws

d. rollers

e. planes

7. Electrical (including

welding)

a. goggles

b. helmets

c. masks

d. gloves

e. shoes

f. leg shields

g. asbestos suits

h. insulation

The services of the Workmen's
Compensation Board should be exam-
ined. Certain of their publications on
safety can be obtained upon request.

Construction is involving an in-

creasing number of people, and the
hazards accompanying it should be ap-

preciated. What are some of the safe-

guards seen in construction in the
local community?

The class might discuss personal
factors influencing one's safety, such
as:

1. the influence of emotions such
as worry, anger, fear

2. inattention

3. effects of fatigue

Relate the importance of proper
dress to various types of occupations.

The teacher should first consider
the industrial set-up in the community.
In many cases it will consist largely

of those industries associated with
agriculture and therefore the study
would develop around safety in agri-

cultural industries. Similarly, some
areas will concentrate their study
around mining or the oil industry. See
resource book for material on farm
accidents.
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C. Promoting Safety in

Industry

1. Selection of personnel

2. Safety training

3. Safety committees

4. Campaigns

5. First aid services

a. doctor
b. nurse
c. stations for first aid

D. Doing One's Share in

Civil Defence

1. Objectives of Civil

Defence

a. to prepare a

community to meet
a civil disaster

b. to reduce the damage
of enemy action on
civilians and their

property

2. Disasters at the local

and national level

a. rivers in flood

b. hurricanes

c. fires and
conflagrations

d. other kinds of

disasters

IV. ALCOHOL AND
SAFETY

A. Alcohol and Traffic

Safety

1. Effects of alcohol on

a. judgment

b. vision

i. blurred or double

ii. peripheral or
tunnel

During a visit to a factory or in-

dustrial plant note the arrangements
made for safety. Your school might
have areas that are somewhat simflar
in function to industrial plants, such
as science laboratories. Set up a safety
program for students in such an area.

The class should understand the
importance of Civil Defence to Can-
ada. How might a community be or-

ganized to meet a large-scale disaster?

The Red Cross has had long ex-
perience in disaster relief. The class
could find out about its organization
in "Disaster Services Manual".
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iii. blurring or elim-

ination of distant

objects

iv. interference with
color perception

c. hearing
i. sense of balance

ii. noises

d. reaction time

2. Relationship of alcohol

to highway accidents

a. alcohol and fatalities

b. campaigns being con-

ducted to encourage
safe practices—"Alcohol and gaso-

line don't mix,"—"If you drive don't

drink;

if you drink, don't

drive."

B. Alcohol and Industry

1. Safety

2. Efficiency

3. Absenteeism
(See resource book)

The law with respect to drinking
drivers should be understood. Alberta
traffic regulations relative to use of

alcohol will also need to be examined.
See resource book.

Find out how transportation com-
panies rule on the use of alcohol by
bus drivers, pilots, train crews. What
does the Public Service and Vehicles
Act say?

A review of the physiological ef-

fects of alcohol should encourage stu-

dents to appreciate some consequences
that could follow its use by people on
the job, in industry and business.
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ADDITIONAL SOURCES

S-ref: Health For You: Crisp, Chapters 28-32

S-ref: Health and Safety For You: Diehl and Laton, Chapters 3, 4

S-ref: First Aid to the Injured, St. John Ambulance

*GB: Manuals of Artificial Respiration

*G6: Alberta Civil Defence School Manual

SBB-so: Your Safety Manual: Andrews
Life Adjustment Booklet (48 pages)

DPH: Dangers of Spray Painting

Industrial Dermatitis
Phenol (Carbolic Acid) Creosol
Hazards of Kerosene
Arsenic and Arsine
Methyl Chloride and Methyl Bromide

Canadian Red Cross, Calgary and Edmonton:
Swimming and Water Safety
Disaster Services Manual

Alberta Safety Council: 9656 Jasper Avenue, Edmonton (pamphlets)

Alberta Motor Association: 9905-101 Avenue, Edmonton (pamphlets)

Canada Year Book

Workmen's Compensation Board: Provincial Building, Edmonton
(Information on safety)

Department of National Health and Welfare: Ottawa, (Occupational
Health Bulletin)
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GRADE TEN—UNIT IX—SELECTING A VOCATION

(Suggested time allotment: 5-6 weeks)

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

This unit offers a more detailed approach to the subject of voca-

tions than that used in previous grades. As an outcome of the work

of this unit the student should have acquired the understanding that

the selection of an occupation requires careful study and detailed

planning. He should realize the need for adequate preparation for a

career, and should appreciate more fully the value of continued edu-

cation and training.

PRIMARY REFERENCES

Personal Problems, Sections 13, 14, 36, 37

Teachers' Resource Book

CAUTION:

It will be found that the time available for Unit IX will vary from

a minimum of ten periods to a maximum of thirty periods as a result

of the new credit values (2-5 credits) which may be assigned to the

course. Teachers should avoid using too much time on this unit,

thus depriving some other unit of its rightful share. It is not intended

that all topics and subtopics should be discussed in detail. The follow-

ing suggested time allotment, with the minimum figure given for a

2-credit course and the maximum for a 5-credit course, will serve

as a guide. It must be remembered that not all units can be given the

maximum suggested number of periods.

DIVISION OF PERIODS

Section I —one to two periods

Section II—one to three periods

Section III—one to two periods

Section IV—one to four periods

Section V—two to five periods

Section VI—two to five periods

Section Vn—one to three periods

Review and

Evaluation—one to six periods.
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I. THE IMPORTANCE OF
CAREER PLANNING

A. Some Advantages of

Wise Planning

1. It enables the student

to gain a better under-

standing of his

strengths and

weaknesses

2. It should assist the

student to choose a

field of work suited to

his interests and
abilities

3. It should assist the

student eventually to

gain employment and

to earn promotion

B. Factors That Should Be
Considered in Selecting

a Vocation

1. Personal qualifications

a. interests

b. aptitudes

c. personality

2. Job requirements

3. What the job has to

offer:

a. wages and annual
increments

b. security of tenure
and employment

c. hours of work

d. sick benefits

e. annual holidays

f . pension plans

(See resource book)

Section I is intended to serve as

an overview of the work of this unit.

A discussion of possible school pro-
grams for Grades XI and Xn in terms
of possible broad occupational goals
would prove useful.

The class might select a few of the
general occupations at which students
worked during the summer holidays.
Committees could be appointed to
present to the class reports on the
value of these occupations in terms of
ultimate career goals.

In discussing a topic such as
"Choosing Your Life Work" certain
students might be asked to state their
occupational ambitions and to explain
their choice; others might introduce
the part that interests and environ-
ment play in selecting a career; still

others might attempt to list for the
class additional factors that they con-
sider important in job selection. Brief
explanations only should be given of
the terms shown under personal quali-

fications in the other column.
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II. THE IMPORTANCE OF
INTERESTS AND
APTITUDES IN CHOOS-
ING A VOCATION

A. Knowing Your Inter-

ests and Dislikes

B. Knowing Your Abilities

1. Areas of strength and
weakness

2. Measurement of

abilities

m. PERSONALITY AND
ITS RELATIONSHIP TO
VOCATIONAL CHOICE

A. Effect of Personality on
One's Career

1. Important aspects of
personality having
significance for

particular vocations

2. Influence of negative
aspects of personality

An interest inventory such as the
Kuder Preference Record could be ex-

amined and discussed in class.

Questions such as the following
could be discussed:

1. What may be some of the re-

sults if a person does not like the
work he is doing?

2. Do a person's interests change
as he matures?

3. Is there a relationship between
enthusiasm and interests?

Committees could be appointed to

consider the special abilities needed
for occupations such as a pilot, a doc-
tor, a teacher, a salesman, a farmer
or a geologist. Areas to consider might
include educational, and physical re-

quirements, as well as special abilities

or those peculiar to a particular oc-

cupation.

This topic is not meant to be a dis-

cussion of personality. It is merely an
attempt to show that certain types of

personality are often successful in

certain vocations.

Some vocations should be listed, to-

gether with the aspects of personality
required in each, e.g., nursing requires
tact, sympathy, calmness, emotional
control, humor.

If a business man or personnel
manager can be obtained it would be
of advantage to have him discuss with
the class the qualities that he looks
for in a new employee.

N.B. See the resource book for a
study by H. C. Hunt on why people
are discharged from jobs or why they
are passed over for promotion. See
also Section VII.

A student committee might list and
investigate the criticisms that are
sometimes offered of the high school
graduate.
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IV. JOB FIELDS OR
FAMILIES AND JOB
OPPORTUNITIES

A. Job Families

See Page 6 of "Building

an Occupational Inform-

ation Library" for exam-
ples of Job Fields or

Families.

B. Classification of

Occupations (Ninth
Census of Canada)

(See resource book)
classification of occupa-

tions.

C. Career Nights

Information on the or-

ganization of such nights

can be obtained from the

Guidance Branch.

D. Survey of Local Job
Prospects

1. Building trades

a. carpenters

i. rough

ii. finishing

b. electricians

c. painters

d. masons—cement,
brick, etc.

e. plumbers

Have the class distinguish between
job fields or families and particular

occupations. Relate this distinction to

particular job families and the voca-
tions within each. The class may find

the total number employed in Canada
in each job family from the Canada
Year Book.

1. Prepare a circle graph showing
each family as a part of the total em-
ployment picture.

2. Have the class compare the
numbers employed in different occu-
pations at ten-year intervals. Develop
from this the changing labor picture.

3. How many of the job famiUes
mentioned for Canada are important
locally? Provincially?

Students may evaluate the benefits
received from such an event. Construc-
tive criticism could be used to show
how local events might be improved.

Industry is giving some thought to

decentralization which will result in

factories being estabUshed in smaller
communities. Discuss the advisability

of such moves.

1. What results would this have
on the economy of smaller centres?
On cities?

2. How might it affect educational
plants (schools) in smaller communi-
ties?

The trades and industries listed

under sub-topic D are meant as ex-
amples only. The nature of the com-
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2. Oil industry

a. geologists

b. draftsmen

c. cartographers

d. clerks

e. drilling crew work-
ers such as drillers,

tool-pushers, rough-
necks

3. Meat packing

a. butchers, and other
plant workers

b. salesmen

c. clerks

V. MAKING THE MOST
OF OPPORTUNITIES
TO SECURE EMPLOY-
MENT

A. Factors to Consider
When Selecting a Job

1. Working conditions

2. Location of the work

3. Duties demanded
4. Special qualification

5. Training required

6. Benefits offered

7. Advancement
possibilities

B. Apprenticeship
Training

1. Alberta Apprenticeship
Act

2. Other forms of

apprenticeship

a. articles and
indentures

b. apprenticeship
programs on the rail-

roads, in printing

plants, and in the

armed forces

Reference: Occupational
Trends and Employment

Opportunities

munity in which the school is situated
will, of course, determine the content
for a specific class.

Students should examine each of

these factors as it applies to the De-
partment of Labor occupational mono-
graphs available in the Occupational
Library or obtainable from the Guid-
ance Branch.

The value of apprenticeship train-

ing as "training with pay" or "earn-

ing while you learn" should be
stressed, as well as the gradual ad-

vancement of the apprentice from an
unskilled beginner to a qualified jour-

neyman with prospects of an excel-

lent future.
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C. Common Mistakes and
Difficulties in Choosing
a Vocation

1. Choosing a career be-

cause of its fancied

glamor

2. Choosing a career be-

cause of its prestige

and salary

3. Choosing a career on
the basis of unreliable

or incomplete informa-
tion, or hearsay

4. Choosing a career be-

cause of the influence

of relatives and friends,

without a true assess-

ment of interests and
abilities

5. Failure to consider oth-

er opportunities for

employment and the
total employment
situation

6. Failure to consider the
amount, time, and cost

of training

7. Failure to consider and
recognize one's

abilities, interests and
health

8. Failure to consider
previous work
experiences

D. Sources of Information

1. National Employment
Service

2. Advertisements

3. Former employees and
employers

4. Relatives and friends

5. Brochures published by
industry, business, the
professions and govern-
ment

The students should be encour-
aged to examine their present think-

ing about careers and the "common
mistakes" that may be affecting their

thinking.

Mistake #4 may lead to " a square
peg in a round hole" type of career.

Students should present arguments
pro and con for such a career choice.

Care must be taken, however, to see
that students understand the reasons
why parents make the choices they do
for their children.

A committee of students may be
appointed to investigate and report
on the services provided by the
National Employment Service.
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VI. EFFECTIVE
PROCEDURES IN

APPLYING FOR A JOB

A. Ways of Seeking Jobs

1. Letter of application

a. its purpose

b. accepted forms

c. content

d. stationery

e. impression it should

aim to create

2. The interview

a. planning for the

interview:

i. amount of per-

sonal history

ii. qualifications to

be mentioned

iii. presenting certi-

ficates and other
evidence of stand-

ing

iv. filling in applica-

tion forms

b. personal care one
should take before
the interview:

i. rest

ii. personal hygiene

iii. care in grooming

iv. proper dress

c. immediate steps:

i. be on time

ii. go alone

iii. have an attitude

of quiet

confidence

It should be borne in mind that

this section for most of the students is

hypothetical. Therefore, it will not re-

quire too detailed treatment.

This part of the unit might be tak-

en in conjunction with the English
class, with the teacher of Health and
Personal Development supplying the
motivation, and the English teacher
providing instruction in letter-writing

techniques.

A bulletin board display of "type"
letters might be a worthwhile project.

The interview is an excellent topic

for dramatization or role-playing.

The points to be discussed may be
put to use by students in applying for

summer employment.
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d. sample questions
that an applicant
should be prepared
to answer:

i. Why did you
apply for a job
with our firm?

ii. Why did you leave
your last job?

iii. What salary do
you wish?

iv. What can you do?

e. conduct during the
interview:

i. retain poise

ii. behave properly
(see Unit V)

iii. answer questions
clearly and briefly

B. The Question of

References

1. Obtain permission
from a person whose
name is to be used as a

reference

2. Express thanks for
a reference

3. References from the
following areas are of
value and are often
asked for:

a. character

b. academic qualifica-

tions

c. extra-curricular

activities

d. employment
experience

Vn. MAKING GOOD ON
THE JOB

A. How to Succeed on the
Job

1. Maximum performance

Though the questions are general-
ly theoretical to Grade X students,
written answers evaluated by the
class in discussion should bring out
worthwhile points for consideration.

The students should have a clear
understanding as to the accepted pro-
cedures in asking for and using refer-
ences.

What responsibilities does one
owe:

To friends or persons recom-
mending him for a job for which
he is accepted?
To a bond company that
"bonds" him for a job?

Having learned how to apply for a
job, the student should now consider
the question of how he can make good
on the job.
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2. Learning the job

3. Learning to work with
others

4. Adaptability

a. taking orders

b. taking criticism

c. showing courtesy,

loyalty and respect

d. being prompt

e. avoiding mannerisms

5. Learning to work with
fellow workers

a. being a good sport

b. cooperating with
others

c. avoiding gossip

d. liking others

e. avoiding special

favors

f . dressing
appropriately

The student should realize that

good relations with an employer and
with fellow workers are a foundation
for success on the job.

The Hunt study on why people are
discharged from jobs, or why they are
passed over for promotion, would pro-

vide a fine basis for discussion of Sec-

tion Vn. (See resource book.)

6. Learning to be tactful

with customers

7. Guarding one's health

8. Looking ahead

a. being efficient

b. keeping interested

c. being occupationally

stable

d. preparing adequately

e. showing initiative

and assuming
responsibility

f. preparing for

advancement
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ADDITIONAL SOURCES

S-ref: Planning My Future: National Forum Inc.

S-ref: Careers for Canadian Women: Carriere

SBB-so: Discovering Your Real Interests: Kuder and Paulsen
Life Adjustment Booklet (48 pages)

SBB-so: Choosing Your Career: Humphreys
Life Adjustment Booklet (48 pages)

SBB-so: Your Personality and Your Job: Chapman
Life Adjustment Booklet (56 pages)

SBB-so: Making the Most of Your Intelligence: Spencer and Dunbar
Life Adjustment Booklet (47 pages)

SBB-so: Getting Job Experience: Christensen
Life Adjustment Booklet (48 pages)

^GB: Occupational Trends and Employment Opportunities,
April 1956.
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METHODS OF APPROACH

The approach suggested in the Health and Personal Develop-
ment course seeks to encourage student expression, with consider-

able emphasis on group procedures. The purpose of group guidance
is to provide the opportunity for growth in individual understanding
through discussion of questions of common interest to the group. To
receive benefit from such discussion students should be asked to

read independently, to do research, and to submit reports to the
class for consideration. Since certain units, more particularly Units
V and VI, lend themselves to group work, it is felt that teachers will

benefit from a brief analysis of group procedures.

A. Benefits from Group Procedures

1. It offers reassurance to the student by showing him that other
persons are concerned with many of the problems that con-
cern him.

2. The interaction which occurs among members of a group
stimulates the individual members to clarify their own think-

ing. The person who takes part in discussions is more active

mentally than the person who does not, and as a result learns
from the participation.

3. The bringing out of different points of view shows that there
are two or more sides to most questions and encourages toler-

ance and appreciation of the other person's opinion.

4. Since teen-age young people consider acceptance and approv-
al of their own groups to be very important, the ideas that
are agreed upon by the groups hold peculiar appeal and are
likely to lead to action.

5. Practice in participating in, and leading discussions makes
one better able to present ideas before a group and so helps
to train for leadership.

6. This entire process of group thinking—the comparing of ideas,
the reshaping of one's own thinking in terms of the merit he
sees in the ideas and ideals of others, working through a col-

lection of individual opinions to a synthesis that is better
than any one viewpoint, is the essence of the democratic
process, and constitutes a basic experience in democracy.

B. Group Techniques

1. Hints for Planning Helpful Group Discussion
a. Each member of the group is as important as any other

member. Therefore, all should take part in the planning
and the discussion. This means that care should be exer-
cised to prevent a few from doing all the talking. Mem-
bers should develop the art of hstening intelhgently.

b. In the planning stage, purposes and possible goals should



be listed, and frequent reference made to these goals.

To do this, problems should be clearly stated.

c. Comments should be brief and to the point. However, re-

ports by individual members naturally vary in length. It

should be borne in mind that the discussion should result

in a sharing of ideas, experiences, and opinions by the
group members.

d. Assistance should be given the chairman or discussion
leader in keeping the group on the topic. Aimless rambling
is time-consuming and undesirable.

e. Preparation by the members is essential if each person is

to make a contribution. Members must also be prepared
to assume responsibility for special assignments.

f. Members should feel free to suggest to the leader various
problems which they think the group might discuss. The
problem should be one relating to the general topic and
of interest to the group.

g. It should be apparent to the chairman that all members
are willing to co-operate to make the study-group sessions

as helpful as possible. Sound group thinking should arise

from concentration and careful consideration by each
student.

h. The group should consider carefully various sources from
which further information can be obtained, such as in-

formed people and reference materials.

i. Members will find it helpful to keep a notebook in which
to record decisions, and suggestions arrived at as a result

of group discussions.

The Problem Approach

The course in Health and Personal Development should
be as "pupil-centered" as possible; the teaching suggestions to

be found in each unit have been developed with this in mind.
In order to encourage pupil participation every effort should
be exerted to see that the activities are made real to the stu-

dents. It is suggested, therefore, that topics be stated as speci-

fic problems when possible.

The "problem" approach encourages critical thinking.

The usual procedure is to state the problem, search for facts

that have a bearing on it, and draw conclusions. In stating

the conclusions one must consider carefully the implications
and be able to determine how valid the conclusions are. Facts
are important—without them no reliable thinking can take
place,—but the interpretation of facts is equally important
and must be emphasized in the educative process. Hence, the
essential basis of this appraisal is the careful interpretation

and evaluation of all facts that are presented.
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3. Special Group Techniques
Introductory Note

Group activities should be encouraged where time per-

mits. A brief explanation of the more usual group techniques

is outlined below. It is intended only as a guide and is in no
sense to be considered as either complete or prescriptive. The
approach to group methods will vary with the interests and
experience of the students.

Teachers will find that preparation of students for appli-

cation of any group techniques yields better results. This is

especially true when a technique is being used for the first

time during a school year.

a. The Discussion Lesson

Probably the most useful of these techniques is the discussion

lesson directed by the teacher. Here the teacher must develop a

skill in questioning that will promote good thinking by the group.
Such questioning generally results from careful planning and should
aim at opening the topic to encourage clear thinking by the class. The
discussion will be stimulated by further questions, if it lags. The
teacher should endeavor to prevent a student from feeling that he
is occupying the center of the stage, and should attempt to create
the impression that he is merely one of the group.

b. The Open Forum

In the open forum the class as a whole participates under the
chairmanship of a student. Class periods devoted to a discussion of
the duties and responsibilities of chairmen should prove of value.
Those who are first asked to assume this position should receive
special coaching so that a good standard of performance can be en-
couraged. Every effort should be made to include as many members
of the class as possible before the year's work is finished. Recorders
or secretaries should also be appointed for the open forum sessions
to sum up the results at the conclusion of the period. The minutes
thus prepared should be made available for the use of not only the
students generally but also of new secretaries faced with the task
of recording the proceedings in a class session.

c. The Panel Discussion

The panel discussion is usually confined to a small group of par-
ticipants (generally three to six in number) who develop the topic
before it is discussed by the class as a whole. Pupil preparation prior
to class discussion of the topic is essential. Each member of the
panel brings forward his opinions in a brief period of time and,
when all members have spoken, each may be asked to defend what
he has said. The panel is also a technique that will require instruction
and practice. Pupils' attention should be drawn to the many types
of forums and panels heard over the air, a number of which are good
examples of group thinking.

d. The Symposium
The symposium is a method in which a general topic is assigned
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and all students asked to speak to it. To insure adequate treatment
it will probably be necessary to arrange that several periods be re-

served. A recorder should be appointed to serve until the group has
disposed of the topic. He should be asked to submit at the beginning
of each period a brief report of what was discussed in the previous
session.

e. The Debate

The debate may be used occasionally, especially if the topic to

be discussed is one in which there seem to be two pronounced view-
points evident in the class. It should prove useful as a means of

impressing upon the class the value of properly thought-out argument
and the need for appreciation of the other person's opinion.

4. Additional Devices and Methods

Teachers will be well advised to check Bulletin 2 of the
elementary program and the curriculum guides in general science

and social studies-language for the junior high school grades to

obtain suggestions relative to methods of presenting material. It

should be possible for the teacher with the assistance of his pupils

to plan an approach that will be both interesting and varied.

(a) Individual reading, assigned reading, and reporting.

(b) Group and individual projects, such as

1. Building a library of reference material from pamphlets,
booklets, and other references given in this course, and
from current periodicals and newspapers.

2. Health projects related to the community.

3. Preparation of simple experiments, charts, and posters to

illustrate specific topics.

4. Preparation of rating scales, growth charts, nutrition

score sheets.

5. Survey of local occupational opportunities and employ-
ment trends for full or part-time employment, including
summer work.

6. Use of special techniques or projects to put into action

the principles read about or studied; e.g., development
of tolerance through special attention to customs of the
various nationalities represented in the class.

7. Correlation of course content with other subject fields,

e.g., manners and customs of people in other lands with
those of our own land; health problems of other nations,

such as those associated with industries in tropical coun-
tries.

(c) Preparation of individual and class scrapbooks. These are
particularly valuable in assembling current literature on par-

ticular health topics.
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(d) Maintenance of bulletin boards and preparation of display

materials.

(e) Detailed analyses of industries, including health hazards and
safety measures.

(f) Use of visiting speakers for Student Union meetings for job
discussions, for career nights, and to present special phases
of the health program; e.g., staff of local Health Department
might present a community health problem.

(g) Use of audio-visual material with proper employment of stu-

dent committees. (Note in Audio-Visual catalog.)

(h) Examination of radio programs for series broadcasts and
special broadcasts.

(i) Use of devices for social grouping where the teacher has had
special training and sees the need for such groupings in the
classroom situation.

(j) Use of the drama and role playing. It is human nature to act

out a part and this play-acting cannot be confined to any age
group. Adults, governed by a more or less conventional
code of behavior, are required to change their behavior ac-

cording to the demands of the particular situation. The suc-

cessful story teller is the one who can dramatize the incident
he is recounting; the successful hostess always makes her
guests feel at home and overlooks peculiarities of behavior;
the speaker on the public platform brings his audience with
him by means of various devices and techniques, long tried

and proven successful. Play-acting can be applied to the
learning situation as an easily understood and successful

method of approach. Certain topics lend themselves to this

kind of treatment. The discussion of manners with attention

to proper behavior in social situations should prove ideal for
use of this technique. The whole field of job application and
personal interviews also brings much more meaning to the
students when they see the situation acted out. Group prob-
lems of mutual concern admit of ready understanding and
general discussion if portrayed before the class. In fact,

almost any area suggested in these courses lends itself to

such treatment. This method is called the sociodrama.

To make for the freedom of expression necessary to a
role-playing situation the following basic principles are essen-
tial.

1. The situation must be representative of the problems of
the group members.

2. The majority of the group must want to explore the
situation.

3. The teacher must be willing to have the problem ex-
plored. If he is not as enthusiastic as the students, the
latter may hesitate to express themselves freely or they
may give the version of the problem they think he wants.
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This sociodrama technique can be considered as having
five main steps, all of which are necessary for maximum
group participation and may occur at varying times as the
drama is planned and devised.

1. Volunteering of participants

2. The "warming up" of participants

3. Free ventilation of feeling and reaction of group mem-
bers and the players

4. Analysis by group members and players

5. Summary and recommendations by group members

In practice, these steps often merge or flow naturally into one
another, and the different steps may have lesser or greater impor-
tance, depending upon the significance of "content" to the group.

Certain advantages should accrue to the students who partici-

pate in such activities. The natural desire to project themselves into

another situation more or less unreal, should find ready response.
With experience, many of the more reticent students can gain in

confidence and in ability at self-expression. The socializing effects

should lead to better understanding amongst students and many of

the personality problems may be solved as a result of this under-
standing.

Illustrations of this technique can be found in many of the books
suggested for either student or teacher use in this course. The 1950
Yearbook of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Devel-
opment, "Fostering Mental Health in Our Schools", contains an ex-

cellent chapter on the sociodrama.

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

Teachers will develop methods of approach to the program
according to the interests and aptitudes of their students and their

own special abilities. An explanation is offered below of activities

that might prove useful on occasion. They are offered for purposes
of illustration and to provide something in the way of suggestion.

1. At the Grade IX and X levels. Unit IX having to do with career
planning provides the opportunity for students to make a detailed

analysis of particular fields of employment so that when they even-
tually need to make a career selection for themselves they will under-
stand this method of approach. These classes can also make a con-

tribution to the career selection of senior students by providing job
displays on a regularly organized basis throughout the year. One
approach would be to divide the classes into committees of several

students and assign to each of these committees one occupation to

be displayed on a certain date. The list of occupations can be drawn
up with the assistance of the senior students, with the major occupa-
tional interests of the latter in mind. No display should be retained
for too long a period of time. For example, a new one might be pro-

vided for every second Tuesday morning with the understanding
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that the old one is to be taken down on the preceding Friday and
the new one arranged on the following Monday. If students become
accustomed to seeing a new display on the bulletin board they will

likely be more interested in it. The committees should be encouraged
to do as adequate a job as possible and should obtain materials from
all available sources to assist in building their display. Competition
between committees should encourage good work.

This activity has been used in senior high schools with good
results. It has another worthwhile advantage in that it requires

material to be taken from the files and displayed and thus avoids the

situation in which occupational files are not used to the extent that

they should be used. As well, the additional materials obtained bj
the committees on their own can be added to the files when the dis-

play is taken down.

2. Special Committees

a. Special Events Committee: Participation in local and national

safety and health campaigns can do much to increase interest and
add motivation to the work that is being done in certain areas of the
course. Topics can be discussed prior to, or during various "national"
weeks with a resultant increase in interest, due to the timeliness of

the discussion. Responsibility for directing this participation can be
assigned to committees, the membership of which can be changed at

intervals.

b. A teacher-pupil planning committee serves at least two
worthwhile purposes: To encourage students to appreciate that they
have a responsibility for selection of topics and the approach to be
used; and to provide students with opportunity for exercising leader-

ship and giving direction. Membership on this committee would also

change at regular intervals.

c. A class recording committee can serve the useful function
of providing for a class "log" of the work accomplished. Such a
record can be used by students for review purposes. Again, the mem-
bership should change on a regular basis with no one student or
committee serving too often or for to long a period.

Student Reporting

Students need careful direction and help in preparing, present-
ing, and summing-up reports. The ability to give a good report is

not inborn in the child. Reporting constitutes a learning situation;

therefore, the teacher must assume some responsibility for develop-
ing this skill.

1. Assigning the Report and Helping with Its Planning

a. The students, with the help of the teacher, will choose re-

port topics suited to their interests and ability levels.

b. The individual assignment or report topic should be clearly
defined and limited in scope.

c. The students should be directed to specific and available
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references. (Every effort should be made to provide a

variety of references.)

d. In the early stages of unit study learning, class time should
be used in order to indicate to the students what a good
report should include.

2. Presenting the Report

a. The teachers should help the student to make the report
"his own". If the student cannot give a report in his own
words, it is of questionable value.

b. Mass copying of material from books, or memorizing text

material for reports is to be avoided. If a student makes
brief quotations, he should indicate this fact.

c. Students should not be expected to copy great masses of

teacher-written or pupil-written notes from the blackboard.
He should be encouraged to make his own notes.

d. Students may use brief notes or a summary outline to guide
their talk.

e. The student may write on the blackboard five or six ques-
tions which he proposes to answer in the body of his report.

f . The length of a report depends on student ability, the topic

in hand, material available, and general interest.

g. Reports should be varied and informal. The formal type of

introduction may be used occasionally to acquaint the stu-

dents with this method; if used to excess, however, it

becomes monotonous.

Note: The teacher should enrich the report by

i. Contributing interesting new material

ii. Stressing important points

iii. Directing a summary

3. Appraising the Report

a. The report should be carefully evaluated for good oral ex-

pression and the manner in which the report is given. It

should have an interesting introduction, good sentence
structure, stress on main facts or points and a fitting con-

clusion.

b. The teacher should observe carefully the class reaction to

the report.

c. Class understandings may be tested by means of oral ques-
tioning, paragraph writing, or objective tests.

d. The following questions might be posted on the bulletin

board or in conspicuous chart form for constant reference
and use by teacher, report leaders, chairmen and reporters:
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i. Did you clearly define the topic?

ii. What were the sources of information?

iii. Was use made of the blackboard, pictures, sample, or
diagrams to make the report more vivid?

iv. Was the topic or assignment organized in simple language
around four or five main ideas or facts?

V. Was correct English used?

vi. Were ideas rather than words emphasized?

vii. Was the report interesting to the class throughout?

viii. How was the report evaluated to determine class knowl-
edge and understanding?
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APPENDIX II

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES
The attention of principals and teachers is directed to the fol-

lowing reference materials which will prove useful to the teachers

of this course. Some of the material is available without charge; other-

wise, the price may be obtained by writing to the source. Unless
specifically noted, all books may be ordered from the School Book
Branch. Though this list may appear somewhat lengthy much of it is

in the form of pamphlets.

Note: Roman numerals indicate the grade and arable numerals
the units to which the references apply. This change in the form of

numbering from that used in the units themselves is for brevity.

KEY TO SYMBOLS USED WITH REFERENCE A/IATERIALS

*: distribution has been made by the Guidance Branch.
A copy should be available in the school.

DPH: available from the Department of Public Health,
Administration Building, Edmonton.

GB: available from the Guidance Branch, Department of
Education, Administration Building, Edmonton.

FA: a few copies are available until present stocks are
exhausted,

SBB-so: obtainable from the School Book Branch, Depart-
ment of Education, Administration Building,
Edmonton.

(1): the number in the brackets refers to the number of
copies per classroom available for distribution from
the Guidance Branch.

S-ref: secondary reference book

T-ref: teachers' reference book

S-lib: may be in school library because it is or has been on
the reference list for some other grade or subject,

SECONDARY REFERENCE BOOKS

How to Study: Unit 1

Modern Health: Units 2, 7

Health for You: Units 2, 5, 7, 8

Health and Safety for You: Units 3, 7, 8

Enjoying Health: Unit 3

Manners Made Easy: Unit 5

First Aid to the Injured: Unit 8

Planning My Future: Unit 9

Careers for Canadian Women: Unit 9
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TEACHERS' REFERENCE BOOKS

Health Observation of School Children: Wheatley and
Hallock

Psychology for Living: Sorenson and Malm

Manual of Reference for Alcohol Education, Department of

Education, British Columbia

Alcohol Education: Hirsh

Teen Agers and Alcohol: McCarthy

A Manual of Alcohol Studies for Schools, Department of

Education, Manitoba

Note: A minimum of one reference book in the alcohol area, pre-

ferably either the Manitoba or British Columbia manuals,
will probably prove sufficient.

SBB-so: SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES PUBLICATIONS

1. Life Adjustment Booklets

What Good is High School?: Lindquist, Van Dyke and Yale: Unit 1

Improve Your Learning Ability: Revlin: Unit 1

What is Honesty?: Clark: Unit 5

Your Personality and Your Job: Chapman: Unit 5

Building Your Philosophy of Life: Smith: Unit 5

Exploring Your Personality: Henry: Unit 5

Growing Up Socially: Weizman: Unit 5

Enjoying Leisure Time: Menninger: Unit 6

Your Club Handbook: McDowell: Unit 6

Facts About Narcotics: Vogel and Vogel: Unit 7

Your Safety Manual: Andrews: Unit 8

Discovering Your Real Interests: Kuder and Paulsen: Unit 9

Choosing Your Career: Humphreys: Unit 9

Your Personality and Your Job: Chapman: Unit 9

Making the Most of Your Intelligence: Spencer and Dunbar:
Unit 9

Getting Job Experience: Christensen: Unit 9

HEALTH EDUCATION BRANCH, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC

HEALTH, Administration Building, Edmonton, Alberta.

These materials are available without charge:

Common Childhood Diseases, Unit 3
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Pure Food and Safe Drugs, Unit 3

Safe to Take, Unit 3

The Truth About Food and Drug Labels, Unit 3

Learn the Facts, Unit 3

Various other pamphlets on communicable diseases, Unit 3

Alberta's Health Services Program, Unit 4

Quarantine Regulations (Chart), Unit 4

Venereal Disease—What You Should Know, Unit 4

The Facts About Syphilis and Gonorrhea, Unit 4

V/hat You Need to Know About T.B., Unit 4

Disinfection, Unit 4

Cerebral Palsy, Unit 4

Protecting the Community Milk Supply, Unit 4

Safe Milk by Pasteurization, Unit 4

Raw Milk—Undulant Fever, Unit 4

Mental Health, Unit 4

Protect Your Baby by Immunization, Unit 4

Arthritis, Unit 4

Cancer, (Teachers' Reference), Unit 4

Rural Waters, Unit 4

Spotted Fever Tick in Alberta, Unit 4

Tularemia, Unit 4

Control of Houseflies and Mosquitoes, Unit 4

Rats, Unit 4

Your Health Unit, Unit 4

Youth Looks at Cancer, Unit 4

Dangers of Spray Painting, Unit 8

Industrial Dermatitis, Unit 8

Phenol (Carbolic Acid) Creosol, Unit 8

Hazards of Kerosene, Unit 8

Arsenic and Arsine, Unit 8

Methyl Chloride and Methyl Bromide, Unit 8
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GUIDANCE BRANCH, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,
Administration Building, Edmonton.

These materials are available without charge:

* Points to Remember in Artificial Respiration: Unit 8

* Alberta Civil Defence School Manual: Unit 8

* Occupational Trends and Employment Opportunities: Unit 9

* FA: The Physiology of Alcohol: Units 3, 5, 6, 8

* Handbook for the Cumulative Record

Alberta Occupation Series

How to Study an Occupation

How to Build an Occupational Information Library

The Personal Interview

Hints to Interviewers

Outline of Degree Courses Offered by Canadian Universities

Special Courses Offered by Educational Institutions Other
than Secondary Schools

FORMS BRANCH, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, Edmonton

* Senior High School Handbook (25^5 Unit 1)

Curriculum Guide for Alberta Secondary Schools (10^)

DIRECTOR OF APPRENTICESHIP, DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIES
AND LABOUR, Administration Building, Edmonton
Apprenticeship Act (free)

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS,
Legislative Building, Edmonton

Free materials available:

Within Our Borders

This is Alberta

Alberta at a Glance

DOMINION BUREAU OF STATISTICS, Department

of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa

Canada Year Book

Summary of Vital Statistics, reprinted annually from Canada

Year Book (25<)

Public Health, Welfare and Social Security, reprinted annually

from Canada Year Book (25^)
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DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL HEALTH AND WELFARE, Ottawa
Canada's Health and Welfare (free monthly)

ALBERTA TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATION, Edmonton
Free pamphlets and posters

CANADIAN NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE BLIND,
Calgary and Edmonton

Snellen Eye Chart (free)

CANADIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY, Calgary and Edmonton
Swimming and Water Safety Manual—25^ (Unit VIII)

HEALTH LEAGUE OF CANADA, 111 Avenue Road, Toronto
Heroes of Health (5^)
Health Facts (10^)

FILMS AND FILM STRIPS

Additions to the film library of the Audio-Visual' Aids Branch of

the Department of Education are made from time to time in the
Health and Personal Development field. Films and film strips in this

area are also available from the film library of the Department of

Public Health. No attempt has been made to give titles and catalog
numbers of the films in the curriculum guide. Schools are referred
to the catalogs issued by these libraries.
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